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When we realized in March 2020 that the pandemic 
was spreading and not going away anytime soon, we 
gathered the little information that was available and 
drafted a handful of scenarios to help us plan for the 
future, as uncertain as it was. At that time, it seemed 
impossible that the bleakest scenario would come to 
pass, but one year later it proved to be the most 
accurate prediction of all. The nightmare continues, and 
it will be here with us for most of 2021, until vaccination 
efforts can alter the trajectory of the pandemic. 
Fundación Avina, like many organizations, made 
adaptations during the prolonged crisis, looking for 
ways to stay relevant in the communities where we 
work. The Fundación Avina Board is pleased with the 
interventions and responses that our multinational 
team helped to shape, and which made a concrete 
difference in several countries and regions.

At the same time, the pandemic has offered 
indisputable lessons that deserve our attention. For 
example, it's absolutely astonishing how a virus that 
emerged in the interior of China spread to a significant 
percentage of the human population in a matter of a 
few weeks. It's an unequivocal sign of how 
interconnected we are in this world. We cannot afford 
to turn a blind eye to the problems and challenges that, 
on the surface, seem limited to other countries or other 
people. Viruses spread easily, but so do ideas, 
technologies, ideologies, and conspiracy theories. It's 
becoming increasingly clear that we are all passengers 
together in the same boat.

Something that we've discussed over the years at 
Fundación Avina is how quickly we human beings are 
able to change our behaviors when the need to do so is 
pressing. As an organization that works on issues that 
demand changes in practices, we got used to hearing 
people doubt that it was even possible for people to 
stop driving cars or to reduce their air travel. Over and 
over, we were told that it was an uphill battle to get 
people to choose local products over mass-produced 
ones, or to value the work of those who provide the 
essential, basic services on which we all depend. Then 
out of nowhere, 2020 showed us that it's possible for 
humans to change, that we're capable of forging new 
habits and ways of interacting. The true barrier we must 
overcome is the lack of recognition of the need for 

these types of changes and, therefore, the personal and 
political will to enact them. This lesson is central to the 
transition that we must go through as a society to 
reduce emissions or care for our water supply.

The widespread switch to virtual platforms for work, 
education, cultural, and social gatherings is a huge 
evolution accelerated by the health crisis. There's no 
turning back. The way we do education and work will 
be different even after the pandemic is behind us, which 
will bring advantages as well as challenges. Even 
Fundación Avina, which was founded in 1994 with the 
intent to be a "dynamic network organization" and that 
operated within a decentralized structure long before 
March 2020 (years before, to be exact), has 
incorporated new procedures, guidelines, and 
technologies to safeguard against loss of capacity. 

The adoption of preventive measures has not only 
changed professional, social, and family habits for 
individuals, it has also forced organizations and large 
corporations to modify their operating models, such as 
selling their corporate office spaces and reducing travel 
budgets. These changes are being sustained by 
development and innovation, as disruptive 
technologies create new digital supports and 
applications to help teams work remotely and 
efficiently. 

Unfortunately, both the positive and the negative 
changes have only exacerbated the vulnerabilities, 
inequalities, and inequities that characterize Latin 
America and much of the world. Those whose health 
has been most affected by the pandemic are the ones 
who can't afford to comply with prolonged quarantine 
orders, buy face masks, or work from home. Among the 
most affected are those who lack access to quality 
healthcare systems or who don't have internet access, 
which is an enormous hurdle to understanding and 
following public health guidelines. It's the most 
economically vulnerable communities and those with 
scant savings that have lost the most jobs and sources 
of income. Their children face more obstacles than 
most to continuing their education. It's clear that the 
pandemic has been measurably more destructive for 
historically disadvantaged communities. Not only must 
we regain lost ground, we have to press on even further 
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with the knowledge that inequalities are multiplying the 
damaging effects of the pandemic. It's unacceptable 
that these same communities are burdened yet again 
with excessive hardships.

There are a number of possible reflections on the 
current state of the world that I could share, but I leave 
you with this final one: science and voting are the two 
tools that will allow us to survive and thrive. Science has 
moved faster than ever before to provide us with an 
array of vaccines that can put a stop to the pandemic 
and allow us to return to living with a certain degree of 
"normalcy." Research, innovation, and technology are 
key to overcoming many of the challenges of our 
generation. They also allow us to imagine a sustainable 
future, whether it's in the field of energy, access to 
water, food security, or urban life. But technology 
cannot save us from ourselves; only voting can do that. 
The pandemic has demonstrated with tremendous 

clarity how important it is to elect capable, honest, and 
qualified government leaders. From the mayor's office 
to the statehouse to the federal chamber, a competent 
government is the differentiating factor in moments of 
crisis. The fight for democratic institutions, transparency, 
public goods, and public confidence in the electoral 
process is literally a question of life or death. 

On behalf of the entire Board, I'd like to express our 
extraordinary appreciation for the entire Fundación 
Avina team, our allies, and our co-investment partners. 
In a perilous context like the one we found ourselves in 
during 2020, they have consistently gone outside of 
their comfort zone. With a profound sense of 
commitment and abundant creativity, they have taken 
on risks to convert threats into new challenges and 
crisis situations into effective actions.

While the pandemic continues to impact 
every aspect of society, it's also an 
opportunity for us to change course and 
steer away from collective suicide. The time 
has come for us to embrace without 
hesitation the values, practices, and 
behaviors that will honor humankind
and the planet.
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Gabriel Baracatt. CEO.
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As we are all acutely aware of the dreadful 
consequences of the pandemic, I feel compelled to 
begin my message to you by addressing what's 
happening in society, beyond our organization.   
Nothing that we accomplished in 2020 would have 
made sense if we had not been able to tune into the 
pain of those who lost a loved one in one of the regions 
most hard hit by the coronavirus, Latin America and the 
Caribbean. Or with the desperation of those who lost 
their source of income as quarantine orders impacted 
the economy. Or with the depression of those who 
were unable to overcome the emotional impact of 
prolonged isolation. Along with our allies and 
co-investment partners, we tried to stay focused on the 
experiences and challenges faced by millions of 
students who dropped out of university or primary or 
secondary school. And millions of grandparents who 
were unable to see their families for months at a time. 
And millions of women who suffered increasing 
domestic violence as they were forced to live with their 
abusive partners. And thousands of people in 
indigenous communities who were unable to access 
information about the pandemic, because it was not 
communicated in their languages.

But the extreme nature of the situation did not succeed 
in paralyzing us, preventing us from taking action, or 
sidelining us from our goals. On the contrary, not only 
did we continue with our previously established 
strategy to support our allies and fulfill our agreements 
with our co-investment partners, in 2020 we took on 
additional initiatives to respond to the demands that 
emerged due to the pandemic. We cannot ignore that 
this crisis is projected to push over 70 million people 
into extreme poverty conditions, or that it would put at 
risk the economic sustainability of social enterprises, 
small businesses, and women-led enterprises.

Instead of pulling back, we deepened our engagement, 
along with our allies who work directly with the most 

vulnerable populations in Latin America and across the 
world, including migrants, recyclers, informal workers, 
women, older adults, and children. These groups have 
been and will continue to be severely affected by 
COVID-19 and the socioeconomic repercussions it 
leaves in its wake. Some of the initiatives that we 
supported served to strengthen community 
organizations and to encourage consumers to purchase 
from locally-owned businesses, as well as to facilitate 
access to credit and technical assistance for social 
impact-oriented companies and cooperatives.

We also provided emergency assistance to grassroots 
recyclers across Latin America. We boosted resilience in 
marginalized urban neighborhoods by working with 
local city governments and partner organizations to 
identify the most acute needs arising from the 
pandemic. We supported urban agricultural production 
to shore up food security for the most vulnerable, 
through programs like Canasta Local and Comida para 
todos.

In addition to our involvement in emergency response 
efforts, we also joined other donors and social investors 
in long-term initiatives. The consequences of the 
pandemic and the creation of a "new normal" require 
that we adopt paradigms that can be sustained over 
time. These changes are being propelled by globally 
oriented platforms and coordinated actions, as well as 
more locally focused projects that have the potential for 
replication. We cannot finance these new ideas using 
philanthropic models designed for the 19th or 20th 
century.

As I pointed out in the 2019 annual report, our core 
work is driven by two pivotal issues: the survival of the 
species on a planet riddled with the negative effects of 
development, and the re-engineering of democracies 
to organize increasingly complex societies. The 
pandemic has cornered the weaknesses of our current 
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development model and democratic system, almost to 
the point of checkmate. For this reason, it's vitally 
important that Fundación Avina, its allies, and its 
partners participate in global movements like Race to 
Zero, to reverse the devastating effects of climate 
change; It's Now, to mobilize society to demand more 
ambitious actions to overcome the climate crisis; and 
Latitud R, to consolidate and expand the circular 
economy. We must also support the large-scale 
protests that call current paradigms into question, such 
as the one in Chile that led to a referendum on drafting 
a new constitution to bring Chile's democracy into the 
21st century.

We believe that Fundación Avina's role in every alliance, 
platform, and program of which we are a part is not 
only to help achieve impact that leads to systemic 
changes, but also to put into practice our institutional 
principles, values, and ethical framework. 

For example, our concern about the commodification 
of water motivated us to work with community 
organizations to ensure that access to water continues 
to be a human right and a public good. We also 
released a public statement titled “El Agua No es un 
Commodity: Por Una Alianza Global por el Derecho 
Humano al Agua" ("Water is not a Commodity: In 

Defense of a Global Alliance for the Human Right to 
Water"). When it comes to access to water, the 
pandemic has done nothing but unmask and intensify 
already massive inequalities. And against a backdrop of 
uncertainty and deregulation, on December 7, 2020, 
Wall Street launched the NQH20 index, the first basis 
for trading in water futures in the world. And in Chile, a 
number of groups are mobilizing against a proposed 
change in the system that would favor economic 
interests over the human right to access to water. 
(https://www.avina.net/el-agua-no-es-un-commodity-por
-una-alianza-global-por-el-derecho-humano-al-agua/) 

When it came to the ability to work virtually during the 
pandemic, we found ourselves with a nearly ten-year 
"advantage" compared to other organizations. But 
rather than stay nestled in our comfort zone, we were 
prompted to redesign our operating model, which we 
will finalize and roll out in 2021. The new model involves 
substantial institutional changes, such as balancing the 
workload of our staff, opening up spaces for reflection 
as well as conceptual and strategic decision making, 

The "new normal" that we aim to create in 
partnership with our allies and 
co-investment partners is fair, regenerative, 
and democratic. What the pandemic has 
taught us is that it's not the planet that's at 
risk of disappearing, but rather the human 
species.
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optimizing our internal processes, and significantly 
lowering our transaction costs across the board. For 
four years, we fine-tuned our action framework, which 
we compiled and shared in the book, CollaborAction.  
Similarly, we plan to share our new operating model 
with anyone interested in finding out how it serves to 
optimize the impact of our action framework. We 
cannot contribute to the "new normal" by holding a 
tight grip on ways of doing things that reality has made 
obsolete.

We've determined that the most effective way to 
inoculate Fundación Avina is by safeguarding the 
working capacity of the people that make up this 
organization and the professional consultants that 
support our work. Their enduring commitment has the 

potential to create the necessary antibodies so that no 
future pandemic can affect our ability to keep moving 
forward. Their willingness to adapt to professional and 
personal challenges made it possible for us to carry out 
the actions and social changes that are compiled in this 
report. 

I'd like to thank the members of the Board of Directors 
that support us and add value as we take on new 
challenges day after day. I'm also grateful for our allies 
that work with our programs in the field, and for our 
co-investment partners, who bring life to the efforts we 
undertake together. If we are to reclaim human dignity 
in the midst of an increasingly hostile context, we must 
see ourselves as the proverbial whole that is capable of 
so much more than the sum of its individual parts.



Avina is a foundation created in 1994 by Swiss entrepreneur Stephan Schmidheiny to contribute to sustainable 
development.  Fundación Avina, the organization based in Latin America, emerged in 2001 with the mission to 
produce the large-scale changes necessary for sustainable development in the region. Avina's founder had, on the one 
hand, a clear vision for how the world of philanthropy could be more innovative. His words were: "My forebears 
instilled in me the belief that wealth comes with certain responsibilities, a belief that has led me to research and 
practice new ways of doing philanthropy." On the other hand, he also demonstrated tremendous generosity by 
placing this vision in the hands of a Latin American leadership team.

One of the pillars of this vision was that Fundación Avina should be an organization in a state of constant, open 
learning. This not only helps us improve our internal processes, but also allows us to observe the strengths and 
weaknesses of collaborative processes and share them with our allies and co-investors.

This was the basis for the creation of Avina's Collaborative Intelligence Division in 2020. This space tends to the internal 
needs of programmatic teams with regard to project support, follow-up, monitoring and evaluation, recording results, 
and systematizing learnings. It also provides services to some of our allies and outside organizations.

Thus the legacy of our founder is being reinvigorated and expanded every time Avina gathers learnings and shares 
knowledge.

THE VISION OF OUR FOUNDER
From open learning to collaborative intelligence

09.
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Fundación Avina is a Latin American 
foundation that seeks a sustainable, 
prosperous, democratic, and fair 
world that embraces diversity. With 
a perspective rooted in the global 
South, we partner with leaders from 
grassroots organizations, academic 
institutions, non-governmental 
organizations, governments, and 
the private sector in order to 
promote collaborative processes 
that lead to impact on a scale large 
enough to produce systemic 
changes in favor of human dignity 
and care for the planet.
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Fundación Avina operates with a perspective rooted in 
the global South, to both shore up its long trajectory in 
Latin America and the Caribbean and expand the reach 
of its impact to other regions of the world. We are able 
to achieve this by maintaining field offices and 
on-the-ground staff, making direct investments 
through grants, and forming alliances with other social 
investors and donors.
 
We work in 18 Latin American countries, with 
representatives in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, 
Panama, Peru, and Paraguay, and point persons in the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, and Uruguay.

WHERE WE WORK
In 2015, we launched our Africa Initiative. In 2020, we 
supported initiatives for the first time in Asia, the 
Middle East, and North Africa.

We also have staff based in the United States and 
Europe who work to build alliances with like-minded 
organizations that share our interest in innovation and 
transformation in the global South.  

We're making connections across the global South as 
well as with the resources and agendas of the global 
North, in pursuit of planet-wide sustainable 
development.

Staff, field teams, and allies

Staff and allies

Allies
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Relationship 
broker

Multisectoral 
convener

Subject-matter
expert

Context
analyst 

Promoter
of partnerships

Facilitator of common 
interests 

Fund
mobilizer

Policy
advocate 

Learning and knowledge 
manager 

Risk taker Innovation driver 

AVINA IS
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FINANCIAL MOBILIZATION
In 2020, Avina mobilized resources totaling

22.85 million
USD 
Avina directly invested over 8.82 million USD in 574 initiatives for social 
change that were led by our allies. We helped to leverage an additional 
9.3 million USD in funding from other institutions.
Avina also invested 4.67 million USD in brokering, advising, and 
networking services provided by its team.



A YEAR
OF PROFOUND
EVOLUTION
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When the pandemic hit, our organization 
was well prepared to replace in-person 
contact using digital tools. This proved to 
be pivotal, as the outcomes that we 
sought did not suffer from operating 
virtually. Fundación Avina has years of 
experience cultivating relationships 
among our team members and our allies 
while working virtually. In the context of 
the pandemic, this was one of our 
greatest strengths.

Therefore, we concentrated our efforts on refining and optimizing 
other less well-developed aspects of our operating model, such as:
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Among the internal challenges that we faced during 
2020 was organizing the key collaborative processes, 
platforms, and actions in which Fundación Avina 
participates in a way that helps connect them to the 
systemic changes that are necessary for contributing to 
sustainable development.

The current systems for human collaboration are being 
questioned on a massive scale and attempts at their 
modification have been modest. For example, 
democracy is being questioned as a system for 
organizing increasingly complex societies in a digitized 
world; the international system has fallen short in 
managing the climate crisis; and the prevailing 
economic model has produced an ever-growing gap of 
inequality and an unsustainable relationship with the 
ecosystems that sustain life. Hence the need for radical 
change to ensure the long-term survival of life on the 
planet and of humankind itself.

Faced with the urgent need to organize our work 
around systemic changes, we held ten-day-long, 
collective brainstorming sessions, open to the entire 

AVINA IS TRAVELING ON A HIGHWAY
Three lanes bound for systemic change

staff of the organization. During these sessions, we 
affirmed that Fundación Avina is an organization rooted 
in the global South that promotes collaborative 
processes on the local, regional, and global level. These 
processes involve diverse stakeholders; integrate social, 
technological, and business innovations; and actively 
center the most vulnerable members of society in key 
roles. The goal of these processes is to generate 
systemic changes in three areas: Climate Action - to 
promote climate governance that accelerates the cycle 
of ambition and implementation of the changes 
needed to achieve sustainability; Democratic Innovation 
- to promote innovative democratic models grounded 
in the ethics of the social rule of law; Circular Economy - 
to facilitate the emergence of a circular and 
regenerative economy that addresses challenges 
related to production as well as inclusion and justice. 
These changes will contribute to a more sustainable 
pattern of development that upholds human dignity.

In short, we are traveling on a three-lane highway 
where systemic changes will carry us to our destination: 
a sustainable world.
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FUNDACIÓN AVINA AROUND
THE WORLD
Global spaces for transformation

In 2020, it became even more apparent how much we 
need effective mechanisms for coordination if we are to 
take on the global challenges faced by humankind. The 
need for accelerating and scaling collaboration became 
abundantly clear, particularly from the perspective of 
the global South. For Fundación Avina, our participation 
in networks and philanthropic coalitions has always 
been a core part of our positioning and impact strategy. 
We've confirmed that this helps ensure that the voice of 
Latin American philanthropy and the voices of our allies 
are at the tables where global debates take place.
 
Along with 793 other foundations, Fundación Avina 
signed the "Philanthropy's Commitment During 

COVID-19" pledge, organized by the Council on 
Foundations. We also helped launch the Response and 
Vision Fund, alongside eight other foundations 
committed to building an economy that works for 
people and the planet, under the umbrella of Funders 
Organized for Rights in the Global Economy (FORGE). 
Another milestone was the formation of the COVID 
Response Alliance for Social Entrepreneurs, where we 
joined 82 other organizations to support more than 
50,000 social entrepreneurs all over the world that were 
negatively impacted by the pandemic.

Currently, we actively participate in the following 
philanthropic and international aid partnerships:

• The World Economic Forum’s COVID Response Alliance
   for Social Entrepreneurs 
• Council on Foundations 
• EDGE Funders Alliance
• Global Alliance for Banking on Values
• Green Climate Fund
• Funders Organized for Rights in the Global Economy (FORGE)
• F20 Platform
• Human Rights Funders Network
In order to connect our presence in these spaces with national philanthropic structures, we are also part of:

• Grupo de Fundaciones y Empresas (GDFE- Argentina)
• Group of Institutes, Foundations and Enterprises  (GIFE- Brazil)
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FUNDACIÓN AVINA PERFECTS
ITS IMPACT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Results aren't goals, they're new starting lines

Ever since funding its first initiative, Fundación Avina has 
engaged in measuring impact and tracking results as a 
management tool, in order to make better informed 
decisions, address weaknesses, and take advantage of 
windows of opportunity. We've constantly been 
perfecting the way we measure impact, and in 2020 we 
consolidated several separate tools and resources into a 
single Integrated Monitoring and Learning System 
(which we call Sistema Integrado de Monitoreo y 
Aprendizaje, or SIMA). This will allow us to optimize our 
impact as well as capture learnings.  

The new system allows us to link indicators with the 
theories of change and results associated with our 

programs, which are in line with the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). The SIMA system connects 
the organization's impact measurement, evaluation, 
monitoring, and learning processes, using a new 
algorithm that incorporates direct and indirect 
beneficiaries and five levels of incidence. Finally, the 
system can generate an integrated results visualization, 
offering an at-a-glance analysis of Fundación Avina's 
evolution and impact; a clear view of the organization's 
strengths and areas that need improvement; and 
accurate input and tools for decision making. The new 
impact measurement system will be rolled out in 2021.
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FUNDACIÓN AVINA BECOMES
CARBON NEUTRAL
We're offsetting emissions by foresting the Amazon

In September 2019, Fundación Avina released a 
Declaration of Climate Emergency, committing itself to 
reducing its own emissions and promoting urgent 
actions at every level of society to avoid the 
catastrophic effects of global warming.

This required reducing and offsetting our emissions, 
ensuring that our programs help communities mitigate 
and adapt to climate change, and calling on other 
organizations and companies to be more ambitious in 
their commitment to addressing the climate crisis.

Hence our Strategy for a Carbon Neutral Avina, which 
addresses the emissions generated by our operations 
and our projects.

The strategy encompasses:

• Measuring our 
emissions.
• A plan to reduce 
emissions.
• A plan to acquire 
carbon offsets.
• Monitoring and 
reporting.
• Communication.

We will gradually implement this strategy to achieve 
100% carbon neutrality by 2025. First, we will minimize 
our emissions by encouraging working from home, 
reducing office space and air travel, and updating 
purchasing policies to include sustainability criteria and 
favor low-carbon products and services.  We will also 
gradually apply this emissions reduction strategy to all 
of the projects in which Fundación Avina is involved.

We're working with our ally IDESAM (Institute of 
Conservation and Sustainable Development of the 
Amazon) to offset our annual emissions from 2019 and 
2020 by planting 1.5 hectares (3.7 acres) of trees in the 
Amazon using sustainable agroforestry practices. This 
will produce direct benefits for the climate as well as for 
four families that live in the Uatamã Conservation Area 
in the state of Amazonas in Brazil.

The planet requires collective efforts to recover from the 
damage that has already been done, and we invite 
every organization to take action to achieve carbon 
neutrality.
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OUR COMMITMENT
TO DIVERSITY,
EQUITY, AND INCLUSION  
DEI is not a checkbox, it's a culture

At Fundación Avina we believe that diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI) are fundamental for our success as 
an organization, not only because it's the right thing to 
do, but because we know that diverse teams catalyze 
better decision making.

As a group of 75 people, with 45 women and 30 men 
working in 14 countries on three different continents, 
our team is quite diverse in terms of gender, age, 
ethnicity, culture, religion, and lived experience. We 
recognize that a genuine commitment to DEI should be 
about more than just numbers; it requires critical 
reflection, feedback, and ongoing learning. This is why 
we created an internal committee on gender and 

diversity, charged with creating, reviewing, and 
implementing gender and diversity protocols within the 
organization. In addition, we appointed a Gender 
Coordinator to ensure that this perspective permeates 
every project and alliance led by our organization 
throughout the world.

We endeavor to make DEI more than just a guideline. It 
will be an integral part of our organizational culture that 
feeds our best ideas, stimulates creative problem 
solving, builds accountability, and leaves no one behind.



We aim to
be carbon
neutral
by 2025.



A YEAR
OF
RESULTS
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In this section of the annual report, we share some of the many 
results achieved in close collaboration with our allies and 
co-investors in 2020. We've grouped them into the following 
categories:

• Building a climate governance structure that 
increases the ambition and accelerates the 
implementation of the changes needed to 
achieve sustainability;
• Advancing innovative democratic models 
grounded in the ethics of the social rule of law.
• Facilitating the emergence of a fair and 
regenerative economy that addresses 
challenges related to production as well as 
inclusion and justice.
• Financing for public goods that raises 
awareness about how money is used.
• Investments in technology to help catalyze 
disruptive transformations in critical areas for 
sustainable development.
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OUR RESULTS 

ARGENTINA: A NEW LAW 
REQUIRES THE GOVERNMENT 

TO INVEST IN CLIMATE 
CHANGE ADAPTATION AND 

MITIGATION 
Climate management tools have 

been incorporated into public 
institutions, amounting to a 

structural change in the capacity 
of Argentina to respond to the 

threats and challenges of 
climate change.

GLOBAL:
THE CLIMATE AMBITION 

ALLIANCE
United behind the science, several 
countries, regions, and businesses 
set out to become carbon neutral 

by 2050 with the
Race to Zero 
campaign.

GLOBAL: GLOBAL CLIMATE 
ACTION AGENDA

195 countries
declare their dependence on cities, 

businesses, and citizens to fulfill 
their objectives under the Paris 

Agreement. The designation of two 
UN High-Level Climate Champions, 
the endorsement of the Marrakech 

Partnership for Global Climate 
Action, and the expansion of the 
NAZCA Global Climate Action 

portal were other notable advances.

581,400
hectares

(over 1.4 million acres) of native 
forest in the South American 
Chaco (lying across Paraguay, 
Argentina, and Bolivia) were 

protected through sustainable 
management practices.

Advocacy efforts led to the 
protection of 

3,000
hectares

(7,413 acres) of native forest in 
Uruguay.

In Brazil,

110,975 
people

from 349 communities 
benefited from improved or 
expanded community water 

systems. 
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COLOMBIA: COMMUNITY 
LEADERS ARE ELECTED TO 
PUBLIC OFFICE IN BOGOTÁ
Ten newly elected

councilmembers brought renewal 
to the City Council of Bogotá. They 

built their campaigns around a 
common vision for the city and a 

collective political agenda.   

ARGENTINA: PRESIDENTIAL 
DEBATES ARE DECLARED 

PUBLIC GOODS TO PROMOTE 
INFORMED VOTING

The Argentine law on presidential 
debates went into effect, with 

widespread public impact.

A blended finance strategy 
successfully raised capital to 

support 

650 impact 
businesses 

in Brazil.

COLOMBIA: CITIZEN 
PARTICIPATION AND ACTIVE 

LISTENING LEAD TO AN 
OVERHAUL OF THE TRUTH 

COMMISSION'S 
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

Colombia's Truth Commission, 
known as Comisión para el 

Esclarecimiento de la Verdad, la 
Convivencia y la No Repetición, 
was created as part of the final 

agreement to end armed conflict 
in the country. Based on public 

input, the Commission established 
new narratives and messaging for 

communicating the truth as a 
public good.

OUR RESULTS 

12,200
migrants

in 10 Latin American countries 
received assistance from 

COVID-19 emergency support 
programs. 

Advocacy efforts help lead to the 
enactment of a basic income 
program, providing critical 

support for 

40 million 
people

during the COVID-19 crisis
in Brazil.  
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OUR RESULTS 

CHILE: RENEWABLE POWER 
SOURCES PENETRATE THE ENERGY 

GRID
Unconventional renewable sources 

supply 
20% of the power

flowing to Chile's energy grid. Even the 
most optimistic projections predicted 

that renewable energy would only 
supply 5% of the grid in 2020. The 

energy scenarios initiative was key to 
this remarkable leap forward.

22
remote economic 

development centers 
were set up to promote 

competitiveness, resilience, and 
women's empowerment. The 

centers are helping to develop a 
regenerative, forest-based economy 
by providing access to Information 
and Communication Technology 

and building new capacities in rural 
communities in Argentina, 

Paraguay, and Bolivia. 

14,000
grassroots recyclers 
in 16 Latin American countries 
received COVID-19 emergency 

assistance, with 60% allocated for 
mitigating economic impact and 

40% for safely restarting their 
work.

4,600
inclusive and 

regenerative rural 
enterprises 

were created with support from 
El Futuro está en el Monte.

70%
are led by women.

ARGENTINA: LONG-TERM 
ENERGY PLANNING BECOMES 

NATIONAL POLICY
Inspired by the energy scenarios 
platform, an executive office for 
energy planning was created. In 

addition, two laws were passed to 
encourage both renewable energy 

and distributed generation, 
providing clean energy to

1.7 million 
households. 
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In the realm of facilitating the emergence of a fair and 
regenerative economy, we identified and supported 
innovative solutions to urban resilience challenges in 
eight countries. This was part of the Regional Initiative 
for Resilient Cities, which is supported by IDB Lab and 
the Global Resilient Cities Network in partnership with 
local governments, Citi Foundation, and Fundación 
Holcim Argentina in Córdoba. Seven companies in a 
single industrial zone are applying 20 innovative 
solutions to develop a circular, triple bottom line 
business model. This will reduce textile waste, shrink 
carbon emissions related to transportation, replace 
traditional plastics, implement a cleaner production 
process, and downscale energy consumption. 

In 2020, the Latitud R platform was launched. Its 
members include the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB), IDB Lab, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Dow, Nestlé, 
Red Latinoamericana de Recicladores, and Fundación 
Avina. Last year, Latitud R pioneered the first circular 
economy business accelerator in the region. Through 
the accelerator, Latitud R will invest in technological 
innovations that provide a second life to materials 
without a current recycling market in Latin America. The 
purpose is to scale and accelerate early-stage start-up 
companies, shoring up their business models and 
making them replicable. More information about 
Latitud R can be found at https://latitudr.org/.

OUR RESULTS BEYOND
THE NUMBERS

Red Nacional de Recicladores de Ecuador (RENAREC), 
the national recyclers movement in Ecuador, and Nestlé 
Ecuador signed the first voluntary Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR) agreement between a private 
company and grassroots recyclers in the region. Nestlé 
will pay recyclers an agreed rate for their waste collec-
tion services. EPR is a dominant paradigm in waste 
management. It requires that the parties responsible for 
putting packaging or other waste in the market are also 
responsible for managing that post-consumer waste. 
This is a shift from the previous paradigm where waste 
management was exclusively the government's 
responsibility. There are EPR models in place in coun-
tries all over the world, including in a handful of 
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. One of 
the principal challenges that EPR faces in our region is 
bringing together disparate yet complementary efforts 
to establish inclusive recycling in the private sector. This 
will build on the progress already achieved with the 
legal inclusion of grassroots recyclers in public waste 
management systems. The agreement in Ecuador, a 
country that still doesn't have EPR regulations in place, 
addresses this challenge head-on. It serves as a highly 
relevant test case from which we'll be able to draw 
important learnings. From the beginning, Avina has 
played a supporting role in the talks between RENAREC 
and Nestlé. We will continue to be involved as the 
agreement is implemented.

In the context of democratic 
innovation, the pandemic 
highlighted the profound inequality 
that exists in Latin America.
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In the area of democratic innovation, Fundación Avina, 
Open Society Foundations (OSF), and Luminate Group 
formed Pulsante, a fund to expand the spaces where 
citizens can get involved in the decisions that affect 
their rights, the quality of public services, and govern-
ment accountability.  During the last half of 2020, 
Pulsante financed five initiatives: three that are currently 
being implemented in Chile, Peru, and Guatemala; and 
two that are in more advanced stages in Brazil and 
Mexico. In Brazil, our local partner INESC is seeking to 
increase the representation of women, people of 
African descent, indigenous groups, young people, and 
LGBTQIA+ leaders among candidates seeking elected 
office. In Mexico, feminist organizations are working on 
an anti-violence against women campaign with training, 
organizing, and communication components. More 
information can be found at https://pulsante.org/.

During the pandemic, we saw an increase in govern-
ments' use of technology to monitor citizens, weaken-
ing the right to privacy and freedom of expression. In 
response, INDELA (Initiative for Digital Rights in Latin 
America), a regional initiative to promote digital rights, 
focused on improving personal data protection laws in 
Latin America. For example, Asociación Aguayo and 
Fundación Internet Bolivia partnered to advocate for 
regulations on the municipal level to address internet 
access and personal data protection, with a multicultur-
al perspective. In Argentina, Fundación Vía Libre is 
promoting comprehensive public policies and working 
on data security issues to bring regulations in line with 
international human rights standards. These actions 

were supported by INDELA, which was established in 
2019 thanks to an alliance between Fundación Avina, 
Luminate, Open Society Foundations (OSF), and 
International Development Research Center (IDRC). 
More information can be found at https://indela.fund/.

Colombia's Truth Commission, known as Comisión para 
el Esclarecimiento de la Verdad, la Convivencia y la No 
Repetición, was created as part of the final agreement 
between the national government and the Fuerzas 
Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) to end 
armed conflict and create lasting peace in the country. 
Fundación Avina has been supporting the Truth 
Commission since 2019.  In 2020, the Truth Commission 
set out to frame the truth as a public good that contrib-
utes to building peace, promoting dialogue, and 
repairing social fabric. By providing direct support 
during the Dialogue Commission's plenary sessions and 
assisting with the communications and pedagogy units, 
we helped construct a public narrative that underlines 
the importance of clarifying the truth while avoiding 
revictimization.



THREE
COLLABORATIVE
PROCESSES IN
DETAIL
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Collaborative processes are the common thread that runs through 
everything that we do. Over the course of more than 20 years, we've 
been able to perfect, systematize, and transform these processes into 
a bona fide modus operandi.

If we observe processes of change as they happen, we see that they 
can be broken down into 12 components. The first four components 
signal to us that an opportunity lies before us. The following five 
components are the spaces where we need to add value. The last 
three components are the conditions that must be met if the change 
achieved is to be considered systemic in nature.

In order to open up a window of deeper understanding into how our 
model works, we selected three collaborative processes from 2020 to 
highlight in this report: one local, one regional, and one global.

We'd like to thank everyone that downloaded or 
obtained a copy of CollaborAction. We're extremely 

proud of this book, which is still available to anyone 
interested in a practical guide to designing actions 

that promote sustainability at the local, regional, or 
global level.



PICKING UP
THE PACE
IN THE RACE
TOWARD ZERO
EMISSIONS
Global partners mobilize
for the Race to Zero campaign
 

32.

Climate Change
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TESTIMONIALS
“We are entering the decisive decade to respond to the climate crisis. We must reduce emissions by 50% by 2030 if we 
want the chance to stay below 1.5° centigrade. Fundación Avina has learned from experience that effective collabora-
tion between local and national stakeholders and the global climate action movement accelerates climate action on 
the local level and creates the conditions needed for countries to strengthen their capacities and increase their climate 
ambition.” Ramiro Fernandez, Climate Change Program Director, Fundación Avina.

In 2019, the Climate Ambition Alliance was formed, and in 2020 the UN High-Level Champions for Climate 
Action launched the Race to Zero campaign, designed to increase the number of commitments from business-
es, cities, regions, the financial sector, and educational and medical institutions to attain net-zero emissions by 
2050. The nearly 1,400 businesses, 454 cities, 23 regions, 74 investors, and 569 universities that have joined 
the campaign represent 12% of the global economy and 600 million people. 
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RELEVANCE
The COVID-19 crisis and its consequences have intensified the climate crisis, which is the greatest 
threat that humankind faces, and heightened the need to change course. Therefore, achieving 
carbon neutrality by 2050 became the highest standard for climate pledges. 

TURNING POINT
In 2020, the European Union, Japan, and South Korea set decarbonization as their goal. China also 
announced its commitment to become carbon neutral by 2060. The new president of the United 
States made this commitment during his campaign, and we hope to see this promise materialize 
during his administration in 2021. The political commitment to net-zero emissions by nine of the 
ten largest economies in the world, along with the mobilization of citizens and non-state actors, is 
laying the groundwork for our ability to create a resilient future.

SCALABILITY
The UN High-Level Climate Champions have set the goal of a tenfold increase in Race to Zero 
pledges before the COP26 conference, which will take place in November 2021 in Glasgow.
Race to Zero has the potential to be the platform where structural transformation will begin 
during this decisive decade.

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Prior to the formation of the Climate Ambition Alliance and the Race to Zero campaign, 
commitments to net-zero emissions by 2050 were sparse and slow to emerge. These initiatives 
have united disparate commitments, set new criteria, developed shared methodologies, and lent 
legitimacy and credibility to the pledges made by their members, while also accelerating 
implementation. The UN High-Level Champions for Climate Action played a key leadership role 
by promoting radical collaboration between participating organizations. With technical assistance 
from the University of Oxford, they encouraged the convergence of interests among different 
carbon neutrality initiatives. 

Why is this an opportunity
for transformation?
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
The leading global networks and organizations that work with local governments and the private 
sector on climate action are participating in the campaign. Participants include, but are not 
limited to: UN Global Compact, We Mean Business, Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and 
Energy, Under2 Coalition, and ICLEI (Local Governments for Sustainability).

UNIFYING VISION
The Climate Ambition Alliance and the Race to Zero campaign helped to unite stakeholders from 
all sectors of society behind a common goal: to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050 at the latest.  

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
The diversity of the campaign's partners, who come from multiple sectors and a variety of fields 
that are relevant to climate action, has helped drive more ambitious climate pledges. Pledges 
must comply with four criteria (setting goals, planning, implementing, and reporting) and 
collaboration is encouraged.

INNOVATION
Since 2014, Fundación Avina has been supporting the role of non-state actors in the UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change as a mechanism for increasing national governments' 
climate ambition and fostering a more robust global response to climate change. The impact of 
the Race to Zero campaign and the shift in position on the part of the world's greatest carbon 
emitters are the fruits of this innovative approach, which involves the type of multi-level 
orchestration described by Nobel Prize-winning economist Elinor Ostrom.

What value does a collaborative
process add?



Non-state actors'
commitment to
net-zero emissions
by 2050 has grown
more than fourfold
since the campaign
began.
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INCIDENCE1 
With the support of Fundación Avina, the Chilean government made a substantial contribution 
to the global climate action movement with the launch of the Climate Ambition Alliance in 2019, 
which brings together nations and non-state actors under a common goal grounded in science. 
In 2020, the addition of a UN High-Level Climate Champion from the United Kingdom and the 
Race to Zero campaign further strengthened the movement. In addition, the new prime minister 
of Japan made a pledge to carbon neutrality, following the example of Japanese cities and 
businesses committed to net-zero emissions.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
Global recognition of non-state actors' role in climate action helps protect climate pledges and 
interventions from the changing political will of national governments. Proof of this is found in 
the way a coalition of cities, companies, state governments, investors, and nonprofit 
organizations signed on to the We Are Still In declaration, a commitment to fulfilling the 
emissions reduction goals set by the Obama administration, despite the Trump administration's 
withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. Non-state actors were the guardians of the United States' 
climate pledge during the last four years.

STATUS QUO
A response to the climate crisis that's based on scientific recommendations requires a structural 
transformation in how we as a society produce, distribute, and consume goods and services. 
Incremental improvements in transportation, energy, and food production will not be enough to 
achieve the goal of net-zero emissions by 2050. Race to Zero is also working on sector-specific 
campaigns to eliminate internal combustion engine vehicles by 2030, produce food by restoring 
ecosystems, capture carbon from the air, and introduce hydrogen combustion in the shipping 
industry. These transformations, which represent a break from the past for their respective 
sectors, are extensions of the UN Champions' strategy to pick up the pace in the race toward 
carbon neutrality.

GROWTH
The commitment of non-state actors to net-zero emissions by 2050 has grown by 400% since 
the start of the campaign (it now includes 1,400 companies, 454 cities, 23 regions, 74 investors, 
and 569 universities).   

1Avina defines incidence as the capacity to produce systemic, relevant, and significant change. Given that change is a complex and dynamic process, 
ongoing measurement and objective evaluation are necessary to provide a feedback loop and adapt to changing conditions and opportunities.



LATITUD R:
Civil society, international aid organizations,
recyclers, and consumer goods companies up
their investment in an inclusive, circular economic
model for post-consumer waste in Latin America.
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Just and regenerative economy
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Collaborative processes are the common thread that runs through 
everything that we do. Over the course of more than 20 years, we've 
been able to perfect, systematize, and transform these processes into 
a bona fide modus operandi.

If we observe processes of change as they happen, we see that they 
can be broken down into 12 components. The first four components 
signal to us that an opportunity lies before us. The following five 
components are the spaces where we need to add value. The last 
three components are the conditions that must be met if the change 
achieved is to be considered systemic in nature.

In order to open up a window of deeper understanding into how our 
model works, we selected three collaborative processes from 2020 to 
highlight in this report: one local, one regional, and one global.

TESTIMONIALS
“In Latin America, two million people make a living, normally on an informal basis, by recycling waste that they collect in 
streets, dumps, and landfills. They are providing a fundamental environmental service to the region by contributing at 
least 50% of all material that gets recycled and by doing it in more cost-effective ways than formal businesses.”  
Guillermo Scallan, Fundación Avina's Operations Director. 

“As professional recyclers from across the continent, we started organizing in order to achieve recognition of our vocation 
and its social, environmental, and economic importance. The main task of the organization is to achieve better living and 
working conditions, and it's reporting important progress in bringing dignity to recycler associations. Latitud R is a key 
platform for moving forward in this work.” Silvio Ruiz Grisales, Operations Secretary, Red LACRE, and 
representative from Asociación Nacional de Recicladores de Colombia.

“At IDB Lab, we believe that the only way to tip the scales in favor of environmental sustainability is through disruptive 
innovation that will allow for a leap in scale in areas like logistics, distribution, and materials. Latitud R seeks to 
significantly increase its impact by mobilizing the power of the corporate sector and growing the circular economy 
entrepreneurial ecosystem in Latin America and the Caribbean.” Irene Arias, CEO of IDB Lab.

Latitud R (previously known as the Regional Initiative for Inclusive Recycling [IRR]) has renewed its investment 
for five more years, expanded by incorporating new partners, and refined its strategy to promote inclusive 
recycling as a pathway toward a circular economy via post-consumer waste management.

Co-investors:
The Coca-Cola Foundation, PepsiCo, Dow, Nestlé, the IDB, and IDB Lab.



SOCIAL CAPITAL
One of the primary ways that Latitud R adds value is by convening and facilitating collaboration 
between key leaders in order to address challenges related to inclusive recycling and the circular 
economy. The willingness of regional partners to join the platform demonstrates the importance 
of this work and ensures that it incorporates diverse viewpoints. The private sector (Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Dow, and Nestlé), recyclers (Red LACRE), international development aid (IDB and IDB 
Lab), and civil society (Fundación Avina) are all represented in the platform's governance 
structure. Furthermore, every initiative is carried out in close coordination with national and local 
governments and other local partners to ensure that the interests of all stakeholders are taken 
into account.

UNIFYING VISION
Latitud R ascribes to a common vision for the future that informs its action plan and how 
resources are allocated. Fundación Avina has shepherded the evolution of this vision, which has 
transformed from a social impact approach (to improve the quality of life for recyclers), during 
the platform's initial stages, to the current vision for systemic change, which posits that the work 
of grassroots recyclers can be a substantive contribution to the transition toward an inclusive 
circular economy. Latitud R envisions recyclers working in organized associations that are legally 
recognized by public policies, operating within efficient and inclusive waste management 
systems, and participating in an industry with an increasing demand for recycled material to 
manufacture new products. 

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
Latitud R is currently the leading platform for coordinating actions, investments, and knowledge 
related to the inclusive recycling agenda as a pathway toward a circular economy. Latitud R's 
shared action agenda brings its regional strategy "down to earth" by taking advantage of 
opportunities that emerge in local contexts. Doing so is a challenge that requires ongoing 
exchange between the regional office and national and local representatives on the ground. 
Latitud R has put into place a governance and operations structure that enables this exchange 
with a great degree of flexibility and efficiency. Local committees with local contextual knowledge 
propose lines of action; the regional investment committee then organizes these proposals into a 
wide-reaching action plan (with initiatives currently underway in 18 countries) that is in alignment 
with the platform's strategy, equitably distributes its resources, and ensures progress toward its 
objectives. Fundación Avina is the platform's implementation partner and plays a key role in this 
back-and-forth. 

INNOVATION
The IRR began as an innovative model when it included recyclers, who were the supposed 
beneficiaries of the platform, as full members who participated in its governance and 
decision-making.  This went against the grain of the prevailing donor-grantee dynamics that are 
found in the international development field. The redesigned Latitud R platform incorporates 
other innovations designed to exponentially accelerate impact, in order to give us a fighting 
chance against the challenges we face and to make progress at a faster rate than any of the 
solutions currently underway. The proposed innovations for the next five years deal with two key 
areas: technology to overcome barriers to the growth of the circular economy and to 
exponentially increase the recovery of post-consumer waste; and investment instruments with a 
financial return to attract new sources of capital and to shore up the long-term sustainability of 
the platform. 

INCIDENCE
Increasing the capacity for incidence, whether for Fundación Avina or for any other participating 
stakeholder, was one of the fundamental motivations behind the creation of the platform. The 
first ten years of the platform proved that a collective space like Latitud R can impact decision 
making in the public and private sectors, leading to changes in the rules of the game. Ten 
countries in Latin America now recognize recyclers within their Integrated Solid Waste 
Management (ISWM) regulatory frameworks, and seven countries have EPR regulations in place. 
All of this was made possible in part by the advocacy and technical assistance provided by 
Latitud R and its partners. When renewing their commitment for the next five years, the Latitud R 
partners emphasized the importance of continuing to push forward in this area, understanding 
that a legislative frontier separates the present economy from the circular economy of the future.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
At Fundación Avina, we consider ourselves to be part of the change, and the other members of 
the platform feel similarly about their role. Inclusive recycling has become an established 
component of waste management in the region. One sign of this is how some stakeholders who 
initially showed skepticism are now including inclusive recycling in their narratives and agendas, 
such as sanitary engineers (the "tough guys" of waste management). The credit for this result 
goes to the recyclers and organizations that support this agenda, but there is still a risk of 
reversal. There continues to be competing interests and threats coming from different sources. 
Thus, it will be pivotal to push past the frontier and claim new territory. Inclusive recycling can not 
only contribute to the formation of a circular economy, it can also boost its sustainability, scale, 
and resilience by advocating for the institutionalization of changes via public policies and private 
practices. This will be the chief pursuit of Latitud R in the coming years.

STATUS QUO
When the inclusive recycling strategy matured from aiming for social impact to aiming for 
systemic impact, this inevitably affected interests in preserving the status quo. Waste 
management is a public-private industry that sees a tremendous amount of resources flow 
through it. There are strong, embedded interests on both sides. Inclusive recycling impacts public 
budgets, purchasing, and contracts, as well as other areas that have been historically tainted by 
corruption and lack of transparency in our region. One compelling example occurred during the 
process of formalizing the work of recyclers in Colombia. The constitutional court blocked the 
awarding of a contract for street cleaning services to a private company with links to politicians 
and ordered the executive branch to act in favor of the recycler population. It's impossible to 
affect the status quo without successfully advocating for public policies and the 
institutionalization of changes at the government level.

GROWTH
Latitud R is a regional platform with initiatives currently underway in 18 Latin American countries. 
We're continually looking to expand its geographic reach, particularly in Central America and the 
Caribbean, where we still don't have the critical mass of allies, actions, or impact that we do in 
South America.  In terms of the scale of Latitud R's impact, there are two variables that we use to 
measure results: tons of material recovered thanks to the work of recyclers supported by Latitud 
R, and the number of recyclers whose work is formally recognized within ISWM systems. While 
the results of the past ten years have been significant in both areas, we aim to double those 
numbers in half the time by pursuing exponential acceleration over the next five years.
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Why is this an opportunity
for transformation?

RELEVANCE
The issue of mismanaged waste and the leaking of plastics into the oceans ranks high on the list 
of priorities for the global sustainability agenda. A circular economy is emerging as the main 
framework for addressing these problems. A clear indicator of this was the fact that the circular 
economy was a cross-cutting issue at the COP25 convention on climate change. Avina and its 
allies aim to tackle these global challenges through the inclusive recycling strategy that's 
articulated in Latitud R's mission and vision. The platform's value proposition also addresses 
social inequality in the global South, where the gaps are still the widest in the world. 

TURNING POINT
After working for nearly 20 years on the inclusive recycling agenda and making significant 
progress in the legal recognition of grassroots recyclers as environmental public service providers, 
Fundación Avina and the other members of the platform believe that currently there are 
propitious conditions for a leap in the quality and the scale of inclusive recycling's impact on the 
circular economy. This is what motivated the transition from the Regional Initiative for Inclusive 
Recycling to Latitud R, featuring a redesigned impact strategy and intervention model.

SCALABILITY
By tackling two global issues (plastics in the oceans + inequality and social exclusion) with a 
single, combined approach, the potential for scale is enormous. One of the goals of redesigning 
the platform as Latitud R was to position it as a highly relevant leader with a wide reach, by 
generating models in Latin America that can be replicated all over the world and by participating 
in the global debate on these issues. By refining its strategy and analyzing the demand of the 
recycling industry, Latitud R is positioning itself to enter a playing field that's much larger than 
just inclusive recycling: the circular economy. This will broaden its reach and potential for scale, 
attracting new co-investors and allies. 

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Any type of collaboration between starkly dissimilar stakeholders, such as a global consumer 
goods company and a movement of grassroots recyclers, faces countless challenges related to 
differences in culture, purpose, timing, and other dynamics. The role of Fundación Avina has 
historically been, and will continue to be, that of a bridge-builder, constantly looking for points of 
convergence so that recyclers, private companies, international aid organizations, and 
governments can come up with a shared agenda and a unifying vision. Latitud R conducts this 
work within an architecture that invites this diverse set of stakeholders - whose interests can often 
be in conflict with one another - to coordinate actions, investments, and knowledge. While the 
strategy is regional in scope, attention is also given to the particular context of each individual 
country.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
One of the primary ways that Latitud R adds value is by convening and facilitating collaboration 
between key leaders in order to address challenges related to inclusive recycling and the circular 
economy. The willingness of regional partners to join the platform demonstrates the importance 
of this work and ensures that it incorporates diverse viewpoints. The private sector (Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Dow, and Nestlé), recyclers (Red LACRE), international development aid (IDB and IDB 
Lab), and civil society (Fundación Avina) are all represented in the platform's governance 
structure. Furthermore, every initiative is carried out in close coordination with national and local 
governments and other local partners to ensure that the interests of all stakeholders are taken 
into account.

UNIFYING VISION
Latitud R ascribes to a common vision for the future that informs its action plan and how 
resources are allocated. Fundación Avina has shepherded the evolution of this vision, which has 
transformed from a social impact approach (to improve the quality of life for recyclers), during 
the platform's initial stages, to the current vision for systemic change, which posits that the work 
of grassroots recyclers can be a substantive contribution to the transition toward an inclusive 
circular economy. Latitud R envisions recyclers working in organized associations that are legally 
recognized by public policies, operating within efficient and inclusive waste management 
systems, and participating in an industry with an increasing demand for recycled material to 
manufacture new products. 

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
Latitud R is currently the leading platform for coordinating actions, investments, and knowledge 
related to the inclusive recycling agenda as a pathway toward a circular economy. Latitud R's 
shared action agenda brings its regional strategy "down to earth" by taking advantage of 
opportunities that emerge in local contexts. Doing so is a challenge that requires ongoing 
exchange between the regional office and national and local representatives on the ground. 
Latitud R has put into place a governance and operations structure that enables this exchange 
with a great degree of flexibility and efficiency. Local committees with local contextual knowledge 
propose lines of action; the regional investment committee then organizes these proposals into a 
wide-reaching action plan (with initiatives currently underway in 18 countries) that is in alignment 
with the platform's strategy, equitably distributes its resources, and ensures progress toward its 
objectives. Fundación Avina is the platform's implementation partner and plays a key role in this 
back-and-forth. 

What value does a collaborative
process add?

INNOVATION
The IRR began as an innovative model when it included recyclers, who were the supposed 
beneficiaries of the platform, as full members who participated in its governance and 
decision-making.  This went against the grain of the prevailing donor-grantee dynamics that are 
found in the international development field. The redesigned Latitud R platform incorporates 
other innovations designed to exponentially accelerate impact, in order to give us a fighting 
chance against the challenges we face and to make progress at a faster rate than any of the 
solutions currently underway. The proposed innovations for the next five years deal with two key 
areas: technology to overcome barriers to the growth of the circular economy and to 
exponentially increase the recovery of post-consumer waste; and investment instruments with a 
financial return to attract new sources of capital and to shore up the long-term sustainability of 
the platform. 

INCIDENCE
Increasing the capacity for incidence, whether for Fundación Avina or for any other participating 
stakeholder, was one of the fundamental motivations behind the creation of the platform. The 
first ten years of the platform proved that a collective space like Latitud R can impact decision 
making in the public and private sectors, leading to changes in the rules of the game. Ten 
countries in Latin America now recognize recyclers within their Integrated Solid Waste 
Management (ISWM) regulatory frameworks, and seven countries have EPR regulations in place. 
All of this was made possible in part by the advocacy and technical assistance provided by 
Latitud R and its partners. When renewing their commitment for the next five years, the Latitud R 
partners emphasized the importance of continuing to push forward in this area, understanding 
that a legislative frontier separates the present economy from the circular economy of the future.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
At Fundación Avina, we consider ourselves to be part of the change, and the other members of 
the platform feel similarly about their role. Inclusive recycling has become an established 
component of waste management in the region. One sign of this is how some stakeholders who 
initially showed skepticism are now including inclusive recycling in their narratives and agendas, 
such as sanitary engineers (the "tough guys" of waste management). The credit for this result 
goes to the recyclers and organizations that support this agenda, but there is still a risk of 
reversal. There continues to be competing interests and threats coming from different sources. 
Thus, it will be pivotal to push past the frontier and claim new territory. Inclusive recycling can not 
only contribute to the formation of a circular economy, it can also boost its sustainability, scale, 
and resilience by advocating for the institutionalization of changes via public policies and private 
practices. This will be the chief pursuit of Latitud R in the coming years.

STATUS QUO
When the inclusive recycling strategy matured from aiming for social impact to aiming for 
systemic impact, this inevitably affected interests in preserving the status quo. Waste 
management is a public-private industry that sees a tremendous amount of resources flow 
through it. There are strong, embedded interests on both sides. Inclusive recycling impacts public 
budgets, purchasing, and contracts, as well as other areas that have been historically tainted by 
corruption and lack of transparency in our region. One compelling example occurred during the 
process of formalizing the work of recyclers in Colombia. The constitutional court blocked the 
awarding of a contract for street cleaning services to a private company with links to politicians 
and ordered the executive branch to act in favor of the recycler population. It's impossible to 
affect the status quo without successfully advocating for public policies and the 
institutionalization of changes at the government level.

GROWTH
Latitud R is a regional platform with initiatives currently underway in 18 Latin American countries. 
We're continually looking to expand its geographic reach, particularly in Central America and the 
Caribbean, where we still don't have the critical mass of allies, actions, or impact that we do in 
South America.  In terms of the scale of Latitud R's impact, there are two variables that we use to 
measure results: tons of material recovered thanks to the work of recyclers supported by Latitud 
R, and the number of recyclers whose work is formally recognized within ISWM systems. While 
the results of the past ten years have been significant in both areas, we aim to double those 
numbers in half the time by pursuing exponential acceleration over the next five years.

RELEVANCE
The issue of mismanaged waste and the leaking of plastics into the oceans ranks high on the list 
of priorities for the global sustainability agenda. A circular economy is emerging as the main 
framework for addressing these problems. A clear indicator of this was the fact that the circular 
economy was a cross-cutting issue at the COP25 convention on climate change. Avina and its 
allies aim to tackle these global challenges through the inclusive recycling strategy that's 
articulated in Latitud R's mission and vision. The platform's value proposition also addresses 
social inequality in the global South, where the gaps are still the widest in the world. 

TURNING POINT
After working for nearly 20 years on the inclusive recycling agenda and making significant 
progress in the legal recognition of grassroots recyclers as environmental public service providers, 
Fundación Avina and the other members of the platform believe that currently there are 
propitious conditions for a leap in the quality and the scale of inclusive recycling's impact on the 
circular economy. This is what motivated the transition from the Regional Initiative for Inclusive 
Recycling to Latitud R, featuring a redesigned impact strategy and intervention model.

SCALABILITY
By tackling two global issues (plastics in the oceans + inequality and social exclusion) with a 
single, combined approach, the potential for scale is enormous. One of the goals of redesigning 
the platform as Latitud R was to position it as a highly relevant leader with a wide reach, by 
generating models in Latin America that can be replicated all over the world and by participating 
in the global debate on these issues. By refining its strategy and analyzing the demand of the 
recycling industry, Latitud R is positioning itself to enter a playing field that's much larger than 
just inclusive recycling: the circular economy. This will broaden its reach and potential for scale, 
attracting new co-investors and allies. 

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Any type of collaboration between starkly dissimilar stakeholders, such as a global consumer 
goods company and a movement of grassroots recyclers, faces countless challenges related to 
differences in culture, purpose, timing, and other dynamics. The role of Fundación Avina has 
historically been, and will continue to be, that of a bridge-builder, constantly looking for points of 
convergence so that recyclers, private companies, international aid organizations, and 
governments can come up with a shared agenda and a unifying vision. Latitud R conducts this 
work within an architecture that invites this diverse set of stakeholders - whose interests can often 
be in conflict with one another - to coordinate actions, investments, and knowledge. While the 
strategy is regional in scope, attention is also given to the particular context of each individual 
country.



SOCIAL CAPITAL
One of the primary ways that Latitud R adds value is by convening and facilitating collaboration 
between key leaders in order to address challenges related to inclusive recycling and the circular 
economy. The willingness of regional partners to join the platform demonstrates the importance 
of this work and ensures that it incorporates diverse viewpoints. The private sector (Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Dow, and Nestlé), recyclers (Red LACRE), international development aid (IDB and IDB 
Lab), and civil society (Fundación Avina) are all represented in the platform's governance 
structure. Furthermore, every initiative is carried out in close coordination with national and local 
governments and other local partners to ensure that the interests of all stakeholders are taken 
into account.

UNIFYING VISION
Latitud R ascribes to a common vision for the future that informs its action plan and how 
resources are allocated. Fundación Avina has shepherded the evolution of this vision, which has 
transformed from a social impact approach (to improve the quality of life for recyclers), during 
the platform's initial stages, to the current vision for systemic change, which posits that the work 
of grassroots recyclers can be a substantive contribution to the transition toward an inclusive 
circular economy. Latitud R envisions recyclers working in organized associations that are legally 
recognized by public policies, operating within efficient and inclusive waste management 
systems, and participating in an industry with an increasing demand for recycled material to 
manufacture new products. 

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
Latitud R is currently the leading platform for coordinating actions, investments, and knowledge 
related to the inclusive recycling agenda as a pathway toward a circular economy. Latitud R's 
shared action agenda brings its regional strategy "down to earth" by taking advantage of 
opportunities that emerge in local contexts. Doing so is a challenge that requires ongoing 
exchange between the regional office and national and local representatives on the ground. 
Latitud R has put into place a governance and operations structure that enables this exchange 
with a great degree of flexibility and efficiency. Local committees with local contextual knowledge 
propose lines of action; the regional investment committee then organizes these proposals into a 
wide-reaching action plan (with initiatives currently underway in 18 countries) that is in alignment 
with the platform's strategy, equitably distributes its resources, and ensures progress toward its 
objectives. Fundación Avina is the platform's implementation partner and plays a key role in this 
back-and-forth. 

INNOVATION
The IRR began as an innovative model when it included recyclers, who were the supposed 
beneficiaries of the platform, as full members who participated in its governance and 
decision-making.  This went against the grain of the prevailing donor-grantee dynamics that are 
found in the international development field. The redesigned Latitud R platform incorporates 
other innovations designed to exponentially accelerate impact, in order to give us a fighting 
chance against the challenges we face and to make progress at a faster rate than any of the 
solutions currently underway. The proposed innovations for the next five years deal with two key 
areas: technology to overcome barriers to the growth of the circular economy and to 
exponentially increase the recovery of post-consumer waste; and investment instruments with a 
financial return to attract new sources of capital and to shore up the long-term sustainability of 
the platform. 

INCIDENCE
Increasing the capacity for incidence, whether for Fundación Avina or for any other participating 
stakeholder, was one of the fundamental motivations behind the creation of the platform. The 
first ten years of the platform proved that a collective space like Latitud R can impact decision 
making in the public and private sectors, leading to changes in the rules of the game. Ten 
countries in Latin America now recognize recyclers within their Integrated Solid Waste 
Management (ISWM) regulatory frameworks, and seven countries have EPR regulations in place. 
All of this was made possible in part by the advocacy and technical assistance provided by 
Latitud R and its partners. When renewing their commitment for the next five years, the Latitud R 
partners emphasized the importance of continuing to push forward in this area, understanding 
that a legislative frontier separates the present economy from the circular economy of the future.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
At Fundación Avina, we consider ourselves to be part of the change, and the other members of 
the platform feel similarly about their role. Inclusive recycling has become an established 
component of waste management in the region. One sign of this is how some stakeholders who 
initially showed skepticism are now including inclusive recycling in their narratives and agendas, 
such as sanitary engineers (the "tough guys" of waste management). The credit for this result 
goes to the recyclers and organizations that support this agenda, but there is still a risk of 
reversal. There continues to be competing interests and threats coming from different sources. 
Thus, it will be pivotal to push past the frontier and claim new territory. Inclusive recycling can not 
only contribute to the formation of a circular economy, it can also boost its sustainability, scale, 
and resilience by advocating for the institutionalization of changes via public policies and private 
practices. This will be the chief pursuit of Latitud R in the coming years.

STATUS QUO
When the inclusive recycling strategy matured from aiming for social impact to aiming for 
systemic impact, this inevitably affected interests in preserving the status quo. Waste 
management is a public-private industry that sees a tremendous amount of resources flow 
through it. There are strong, embedded interests on both sides. Inclusive recycling impacts public 
budgets, purchasing, and contracts, as well as other areas that have been historically tainted by 
corruption and lack of transparency in our region. One compelling example occurred during the 
process of formalizing the work of recyclers in Colombia. The constitutional court blocked the 
awarding of a contract for street cleaning services to a private company with links to politicians 
and ordered the executive branch to act in favor of the recycler population. It's impossible to 
affect the status quo without successfully advocating for public policies and the 
institutionalization of changes at the government level.

GROWTH
Latitud R is a regional platform with initiatives currently underway in 18 Latin American countries. 
We're continually looking to expand its geographic reach, particularly in Central America and the 
Caribbean, where we still don't have the critical mass of allies, actions, or impact that we do in 
South America.  In terms of the scale of Latitud R's impact, there are two variables that we use to 
measure results: tons of material recovered thanks to the work of recyclers supported by Latitud 
R, and the number of recyclers whose work is formally recognized within ISWM systems. While 
the results of the past ten years have been significant in both areas, we aim to double those 
numbers in half the time by pursuing exponential acceleration over the next five years.

Latitud R is a
regional platform
that currently
works in 18
Latin American
countries.

RELEVANCE
The issue of mismanaged waste and the leaking of plastics into the oceans ranks high on the list 
of priorities for the global sustainability agenda. A circular economy is emerging as the main 
framework for addressing these problems. A clear indicator of this was the fact that the circular 
economy was a cross-cutting issue at the COP25 convention on climate change. Avina and its 
allies aim to tackle these global challenges through the inclusive recycling strategy that's 
articulated in Latitud R's mission and vision. The platform's value proposition also addresses 
social inequality in the global South, where the gaps are still the widest in the world. 

TURNING POINT
After working for nearly 20 years on the inclusive recycling agenda and making significant 
progress in the legal recognition of grassroots recyclers as environmental public service providers, 
Fundación Avina and the other members of the platform believe that currently there are 
propitious conditions for a leap in the quality and the scale of inclusive recycling's impact on the 
circular economy. This is what motivated the transition from the Regional Initiative for Inclusive 
Recycling to Latitud R, featuring a redesigned impact strategy and intervention model.

SCALABILITY
By tackling two global issues (plastics in the oceans + inequality and social exclusion) with a 
single, combined approach, the potential for scale is enormous. One of the goals of redesigning 
the platform as Latitud R was to position it as a highly relevant leader with a wide reach, by 
generating models in Latin America that can be replicated all over the world and by participating 
in the global debate on these issues. By refining its strategy and analyzing the demand of the 
recycling industry, Latitud R is positioning itself to enter a playing field that's much larger than 
just inclusive recycling: the circular economy. This will broaden its reach and potential for scale, 
attracting new co-investors and allies. 

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Any type of collaboration between starkly dissimilar stakeholders, such as a global consumer 
goods company and a movement of grassroots recyclers, faces countless challenges related to 
differences in culture, purpose, timing, and other dynamics. The role of Fundación Avina has 
historically been, and will continue to be, that of a bridge-builder, constantly looking for points of 
convergence so that recyclers, private companies, international aid organizations, and 
governments can come up with a shared agenda and a unifying vision. Latitud R conducts this 
work within an architecture that invites this diverse set of stakeholders - whose interests can often 
be in conflict with one another - to coordinate actions, investments, and knowledge. While the 
strategy is regional in scope, attention is also given to the particular context of each individual 
country.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
One of the primary ways that Latitud R adds value is by convening and facilitating collaboration 
between key leaders in order to address challenges related to inclusive recycling and the circular 
economy. The willingness of regional partners to join the platform demonstrates the importance 
of this work and ensures that it incorporates diverse viewpoints. The private sector (Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Dow, and Nestlé), recyclers (Red LACRE), international development aid (IDB and IDB 
Lab), and civil society (Fundación Avina) are all represented in the platform's governance 
structure. Furthermore, every initiative is carried out in close coordination with national and local 
governments and other local partners to ensure that the interests of all stakeholders are taken 
into account.

UNIFYING VISION
Latitud R ascribes to a common vision for the future that informs its action plan and how 
resources are allocated. Fundación Avina has shepherded the evolution of this vision, which has 
transformed from a social impact approach (to improve the quality of life for recyclers), during 
the platform's initial stages, to the current vision for systemic change, which posits that the work 
of grassroots recyclers can be a substantive contribution to the transition toward an inclusive 
circular economy. Latitud R envisions recyclers working in organized associations that are legally 
recognized by public policies, operating within efficient and inclusive waste management 
systems, and participating in an industry with an increasing demand for recycled material to 
manufacture new products. 

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
Latitud R is currently the leading platform for coordinating actions, investments, and knowledge 
related to the inclusive recycling agenda as a pathway toward a circular economy. Latitud R's 
shared action agenda brings its regional strategy "down to earth" by taking advantage of 
opportunities that emerge in local contexts. Doing so is a challenge that requires ongoing 
exchange between the regional office and national and local representatives on the ground. 
Latitud R has put into place a governance and operations structure that enables this exchange 
with a great degree of flexibility and efficiency. Local committees with local contextual knowledge 
propose lines of action; the regional investment committee then organizes these proposals into a 
wide-reaching action plan (with initiatives currently underway in 18 countries) that is in alignment 
with the platform's strategy, equitably distributes its resources, and ensures progress toward its 
objectives. Fundación Avina is the platform's implementation partner and plays a key role in this 
back-and-forth. 

INNOVATION
The IRR began as an innovative model when it included recyclers, who were the supposed 
beneficiaries of the platform, as full members who participated in its governance and 
decision-making.  This went against the grain of the prevailing donor-grantee dynamics that are 
found in the international development field. The redesigned Latitud R platform incorporates 
other innovations designed to exponentially accelerate impact, in order to give us a fighting 
chance against the challenges we face and to make progress at a faster rate than any of the 
solutions currently underway. The proposed innovations for the next five years deal with two key 
areas: technology to overcome barriers to the growth of the circular economy and to 
exponentially increase the recovery of post-consumer waste; and investment instruments with a 
financial return to attract new sources of capital and to shore up the long-term sustainability of 
the platform. 

INCIDENCE
Increasing the capacity for incidence, whether for Fundación Avina or for any other participating 
stakeholder, was one of the fundamental motivations behind the creation of the platform. The 
first ten years of the platform proved that a collective space like Latitud R can impact decision 
making in the public and private sectors, leading to changes in the rules of the game. Ten 
countries in Latin America now recognize recyclers within their Integrated Solid Waste 
Management (ISWM) regulatory frameworks, and seven countries have EPR regulations in place. 
All of this was made possible in part by the advocacy and technical assistance provided by 
Latitud R and its partners. When renewing their commitment for the next five years, the Latitud R 
partners emphasized the importance of continuing to push forward in this area, understanding 
that a legislative frontier separates the present economy from the circular economy of the future.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
At Fundación Avina, we consider ourselves to be part of the change, and the other members of 
the platform feel similarly about their role. Inclusive recycling has become an established 
component of waste management in the region. One sign of this is how some stakeholders who 
initially showed skepticism are now including inclusive recycling in their narratives and agendas, 
such as sanitary engineers (the "tough guys" of waste management). The credit for this result 
goes to the recyclers and organizations that support this agenda, but there is still a risk of 
reversal. There continues to be competing interests and threats coming from different sources. 
Thus, it will be pivotal to push past the frontier and claim new territory. Inclusive recycling can not 
only contribute to the formation of a circular economy, it can also boost its sustainability, scale, 
and resilience by advocating for the institutionalization of changes via public policies and private 
practices. This will be the chief pursuit of Latitud R in the coming years.

STATUS QUO
When the inclusive recycling strategy matured from aiming for social impact to aiming for 
systemic impact, this inevitably affected interests in preserving the status quo. Waste 
management is a public-private industry that sees a tremendous amount of resources flow 
through it. There are strong, embedded interests on both sides. Inclusive recycling impacts public 
budgets, purchasing, and contracts, as well as other areas that have been historically tainted by 
corruption and lack of transparency in our region. One compelling example occurred during the 
process of formalizing the work of recyclers in Colombia. The constitutional court blocked the 
awarding of a contract for street cleaning services to a private company with links to politicians 
and ordered the executive branch to act in favor of the recycler population. It's impossible to 
affect the status quo without successfully advocating for public policies and the 
institutionalization of changes at the government level.

GROWTH
Latitud R is a regional platform with initiatives currently underway in 18 Latin American countries. 
We're continually looking to expand its geographic reach, particularly in Central America and the 
Caribbean, where we still don't have the critical mass of allies, actions, or impact that we do in 
South America.  In terms of the scale of Latitud R's impact, there are two variables that we use to 
measure results: tons of material recovered thanks to the work of recyclers supported by Latitud 
R, and the number of recyclers whose work is formally recognized within ISWM systems. While 
the results of the past ten years have been significant in both areas, we aim to double those 
numbers in half the time by pursuing exponential acceleration over the next five years.

RELEVANCE
The issue of mismanaged waste and the leaking of plastics into the oceans ranks high on the list 
of priorities for the global sustainability agenda. A circular economy is emerging as the main 
framework for addressing these problems. A clear indicator of this was the fact that the circular 
economy was a cross-cutting issue at the COP25 convention on climate change. Avina and its 
allies aim to tackle these global challenges through the inclusive recycling strategy that's 
articulated in Latitud R's mission and vision. The platform's value proposition also addresses 
social inequality in the global South, where the gaps are still the widest in the world. 

TURNING POINT
After working for nearly 20 years on the inclusive recycling agenda and making significant 
progress in the legal recognition of grassroots recyclers as environmental public service providers, 
Fundación Avina and the other members of the platform believe that currently there are 
propitious conditions for a leap in the quality and the scale of inclusive recycling's impact on the 
circular economy. This is what motivated the transition from the Regional Initiative for Inclusive 
Recycling to Latitud R, featuring a redesigned impact strategy and intervention model.

SCALABILITY
By tackling two global issues (plastics in the oceans + inequality and social exclusion) with a 
single, combined approach, the potential for scale is enormous. One of the goals of redesigning 
the platform as Latitud R was to position it as a highly relevant leader with a wide reach, by 
generating models in Latin America that can be replicated all over the world and by participating 
in the global debate on these issues. By refining its strategy and analyzing the demand of the 
recycling industry, Latitud R is positioning itself to enter a playing field that's much larger than 
just inclusive recycling: the circular economy. This will broaden its reach and potential for scale, 
attracting new co-investors and allies. 

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Any type of collaboration between starkly dissimilar stakeholders, such as a global consumer 
goods company and a movement of grassroots recyclers, faces countless challenges related to 
differences in culture, purpose, timing, and other dynamics. The role of Fundación Avina has 
historically been, and will continue to be, that of a bridge-builder, constantly looking for points of 
convergence so that recyclers, private companies, international aid organizations, and 
governments can come up with a shared agenda and a unifying vision. Latitud R conducts this 
work within an architecture that invites this diverse set of stakeholders - whose interests can often 
be in conflict with one another - to coordinate actions, investments, and knowledge. While the 
strategy is regional in scope, attention is also given to the particular context of each individual 
country.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
One of the primary ways that Latitud R adds value is by convening and facilitating collaboration 
between key leaders in order to address challenges related to inclusive recycling and the circular 
economy. The willingness of regional partners to join the platform demonstrates the importance 
of this work and ensures that it incorporates diverse viewpoints. The private sector (Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Dow, and Nestlé), recyclers (Red LACRE), international development aid (IDB and IDB 
Lab), and civil society (Fundación Avina) are all represented in the platform's governance 
structure. Furthermore, every initiative is carried out in close coordination with national and local 
governments and other local partners to ensure that the interests of all stakeholders are taken 
into account.

UNIFYING VISION
Latitud R ascribes to a common vision for the future that informs its action plan and how 
resources are allocated. Fundación Avina has shepherded the evolution of this vision, which has 
transformed from a social impact approach (to improve the quality of life for recyclers), during 
the platform's initial stages, to the current vision for systemic change, which posits that the work 
of grassroots recyclers can be a substantive contribution to the transition toward an inclusive 
circular economy. Latitud R envisions recyclers working in organized associations that are legally 
recognized by public policies, operating within efficient and inclusive waste management 
systems, and participating in an industry with an increasing demand for recycled material to 
manufacture new products. 

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
Latitud R is currently the leading platform for coordinating actions, investments, and knowledge 
related to the inclusive recycling agenda as a pathway toward a circular economy. Latitud R's 
shared action agenda brings its regional strategy "down to earth" by taking advantage of 
opportunities that emerge in local contexts. Doing so is a challenge that requires ongoing 
exchange between the regional office and national and local representatives on the ground. 
Latitud R has put into place a governance and operations structure that enables this exchange 
with a great degree of flexibility and efficiency. Local committees with local contextual knowledge 
propose lines of action; the regional investment committee then organizes these proposals into a 
wide-reaching action plan (with initiatives currently underway in 18 countries) that is in alignment 
with the platform's strategy, equitably distributes its resources, and ensures progress toward its 
objectives. Fundación Avina is the platform's implementation partner and plays a key role in this 
back-and-forth. 

INNOVATION
The IRR began as an innovative model when it included recyclers, who were the supposed 
beneficiaries of the platform, as full members who participated in its governance and 
decision-making.  This went against the grain of the prevailing donor-grantee dynamics that are 
found in the international development field. The redesigned Latitud R platform incorporates 
other innovations designed to exponentially accelerate impact, in order to give us a fighting 
chance against the challenges we face and to make progress at a faster rate than any of the 
solutions currently underway. The proposed innovations for the next five years deal with two key 
areas: technology to overcome barriers to the growth of the circular economy and to 
exponentially increase the recovery of post-consumer waste; and investment instruments with a 
financial return to attract new sources of capital and to shore up the long-term sustainability of 
the platform. 

INCIDENCE
Increasing the capacity for incidence, whether for Fundación Avina or for any other participating 
stakeholder, was one of the fundamental motivations behind the creation of the platform. The 
first ten years of the platform proved that a collective space like Latitud R can impact decision 
making in the public and private sectors, leading to changes in the rules of the game. Ten 
countries in Latin America now recognize recyclers within their Integrated Solid Waste 
Management (ISWM) regulatory frameworks, and seven countries have EPR regulations in place. 
All of this was made possible in part by the advocacy and technical assistance provided by 
Latitud R and its partners. When renewing their commitment for the next five years, the Latitud R 
partners emphasized the importance of continuing to push forward in this area, understanding 
that a legislative frontier separates the present economy from the circular economy of the future.

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
At Fundación Avina, we consider ourselves to be part of the change, and the other members of 
the platform feel similarly about their role. Inclusive recycling has become an established 
component of waste management in the region. One sign of this is how some stakeholders who 
initially showed skepticism are now including inclusive recycling in their narratives and agendas, 
such as sanitary engineers (the "tough guys" of waste management). The credit for this result 
goes to the recyclers and organizations that support this agenda, but there is still a risk of 
reversal. There continues to be competing interests and threats coming from different sources. 
Thus, it will be pivotal to push past the frontier and claim new territory. Inclusive recycling can not 
only contribute to the formation of a circular economy, it can also boost its sustainability, scale, 
and resilience by advocating for the institutionalization of changes via public policies and private 
practices. This will be the chief pursuit of Latitud R in the coming years.

STATUS QUO
When the inclusive recycling strategy matured from aiming for social impact to aiming for 
systemic impact, this inevitably affected interests in preserving the status quo. Waste 
management is a public-private industry that sees a tremendous amount of resources flow 
through it. There are strong, embedded interests on both sides. Inclusive recycling impacts public 
budgets, purchasing, and contracts, as well as other areas that have been historically tainted by 
corruption and lack of transparency in our region. One compelling example occurred during the 
process of formalizing the work of recyclers in Colombia. The constitutional court blocked the 
awarding of a contract for street cleaning services to a private company with links to politicians 
and ordered the executive branch to act in favor of the recycler population. It's impossible to 
affect the status quo without successfully advocating for public policies and the 
institutionalization of changes at the government level.

GROWTH
Latitud R is a regional platform with initiatives currently underway in 18 Latin American countries. 
We're continually looking to expand its geographic reach, particularly in Central America and the 
Caribbean, where we still don't have the critical mass of allies, actions, or impact that we do in 
South America.  In terms of the scale of Latitud R's impact, there are two variables that we use to 
measure results: tons of material recovered thanks to the work of recyclers supported by Latitud 
R, and the number of recyclers whose work is formally recognized within ISWM systems. While 
the results of the past ten years have been significant in both areas, we aim to double those 
numbers in half the time by pursuing exponential acceleration over the next five years.

RELEVANCE
The issue of mismanaged waste and the leaking of plastics into the oceans ranks high on the list 
of priorities for the global sustainability agenda. A circular economy is emerging as the main 
framework for addressing these problems. A clear indicator of this was the fact that the circular 
economy was a cross-cutting issue at the COP25 convention on climate change. Avina and its 
allies aim to tackle these global challenges through the inclusive recycling strategy that's 
articulated in Latitud R's mission and vision. The platform's value proposition also addresses 
social inequality in the global South, where the gaps are still the widest in the world. 

TURNING POINT
After working for nearly 20 years on the inclusive recycling agenda and making significant 
progress in the legal recognition of grassroots recyclers as environmental public service providers, 
Fundación Avina and the other members of the platform believe that currently there are 
propitious conditions for a leap in the quality and the scale of inclusive recycling's impact on the 
circular economy. This is what motivated the transition from the Regional Initiative for Inclusive 
Recycling to Latitud R, featuring a redesigned impact strategy and intervention model.

SCALABILITY
By tackling two global issues (plastics in the oceans + inequality and social exclusion) with a 
single, combined approach, the potential for scale is enormous. One of the goals of redesigning 
the platform as Latitud R was to position it as a highly relevant leader with a wide reach, by 
generating models in Latin America that can be replicated all over the world and by participating 
in the global debate on these issues. By refining its strategy and analyzing the demand of the 
recycling industry, Latitud R is positioning itself to enter a playing field that's much larger than 
just inclusive recycling: the circular economy. This will broaden its reach and potential for scale, 
attracting new co-investors and allies. 

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
Any type of collaboration between starkly dissimilar stakeholders, such as a global consumer 
goods company and a movement of grassroots recyclers, faces countless challenges related to 
differences in culture, purpose, timing, and other dynamics. The role of Fundación Avina has 
historically been, and will continue to be, that of a bridge-builder, constantly looking for points of 
convergence so that recyclers, private companies, international aid organizations, and 
governments can come up with a shared agenda and a unifying vision. Latitud R conducts this 
work within an architecture that invites this diverse set of stakeholders - whose interests can often 
be in conflict with one another - to coordinate actions, investments, and knowledge. While the 
strategy is regional in scope, attention is also given to the particular context of each individual 
country.
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TESTIMONIALS
 
“We want institutions that look like us! This is young people's cry”. Bernardo Toro, Program Director, Fundación 
Avina. 

“DemoLab is a tool that brings citizens closer to decision-making spaces and to councilmembers that want to create 
collective agendas; in addition, it's a space for fortifying democracy, where we can identify and bring visibility to the voices 
that are excluded from political debate in our city.” Ximena Torres, Program Manager, Fundación Avina.

“Strengthening the capacities of political leaders is one of the areas that NIMD is working on in Colombia. Political bodies, 
like the City Council of Bogotá, are fundamental for democracy in our country, as they represent the interests and the 
needs of citizens before the executive branch. NIMD's participation in DemoLab is focused on the development of 
innovative methodologies for making government truly representative and for fostering collaboration between civic and 
political leaders; in other words, between citizens and councilmembers.” Daniel Botello Alhippio, Colombia Senior 
Program Officer, Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy (NIMD).

“Fundación Corona has invested in the Laboratory for Public Innovation, DemoLab, in order to strengthen the relationship 
between the City Council and the public, build trust, and improve the functioning of the Council, with the goal of 
improving quality of life for Bogotá residents.” Mónica Villegas, Project Manager, Corona Foundation.

The City Council of Bogotá is the highest political authority overseeing the city and the second-highest 
administrative authority after the Office of the Superior Mayor. The Council launched DemoLab, the first 
laboratory for political innovation within a publicly elected body in Colombia, in order to promote direct 
citizen participation in the formulation of public policies.

Co-investors:
Fundación Corona, Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy (NIMD), Diseño Público, Ideemos, 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES), Extituto de Política Abierta, and the City Council of Bogotá. 
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RELEVANCE
The results of the Bogotá citizen perception survey, conducted in 2019 by Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 
showed that 65% of citizens see the City Council of Bogotá as the institution that contributes the 
least to improving their quality of life. In the context of a global health emergency, it suddenly 
became essential to develop strategies, methodologies, and tools to build trust between citizens 
and public officials. Open government, citizen participation, and innovation have become the 
guideposts for new pathways of collaboration.

TURNING POINT
The lack of public trust in institutions worsened during the pandemic, which served as the turning 
point for starting up DemoLab and putting innovative forms of direct participation into practice, 
such as virtual engagement with citizens and the "Concejo a la casa" program.

SCALABILITY
Innovation laboratories in Latin America have achieved important milestones in citizen 
participation and government transparency. DemoLab has the potential to be replicated in the 
House of Representatives in Colombia's National Congress, which has already expressed interest 
in forming an innovation laboratory.

COLLABORATION DEFICIT
An initiative started in 2018 called Ocupar la Política Bogotá, which supports emerging political 
leaders and aims to transform the democratic culture of the city, paved the way for new candi-
dates to win 55% of the seats on the City Council in the 2019 election. This brought renewal to 
the Council, with greater representation of young people, women, and alternative political 
agendas vis-à-vis the traditional parties and elites. It also opened up the opportunity to launch 
DemoLab.

Why is this an opportunity
for transformation?
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
A multi-sector collaborative process (Fundación Avina, Fundación Corona, Netherlands Institute 
for Multiparty Democracy, Diseño Público, Ideemos, and Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung) lent 
institutional backing and legitimacy to DemoLab. It generated the external conditions and the 
advocacy efforts needed to make the innovation laboratory part of the internal structure of a 
public institution. 

UNIFYING VISION
The vision of DemoLab is to contribute to building a City Council of Bogotá that is a) open, in 
alignment with the principles and practices of transparency, participation, and collaboration; and 
b) innovative, using civic technology and citizen-centered solutions to increase the agility and 
adaptability of the Council.

SHARED ACTION AGENDAS
One of DemoLab's most significant efforts has been to design a toolkit to make gender a 
cross-cutting issue, aimed at defending the rights of women, closing gaps of inequality, and 
eliminating all forms of violence and discrimination against women and girls. Another tool that 
has been developed is a platform for public input on decision-making 
(https://participa.demolab.com.co). There, citizens and civil society organizations can vote on and 
rank proposals, as well as express support for causes in the public interest.

INNOVATION
During the period of mandated social distancing due to COVID-19, DemoLab launched "Concejo 
a la casa" to enable councilmembers to contact constituents and solicit their opinions and 
recommendations for the District Development Plan. This opened up the door for more innova-
tive ways of engaging in dialogue, listening, transforming narratives, and co-constructing policies. 

What value does a collaborative
process add?



The Concejo a la Casa
initiative opened
the door to innovation
in terms of dialoguing,
listening, transforming
narratives, and working
together.
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INCIDENCE
The decision on the part of the City Council of Bogotá to finance an innovation laboratory with 
public funds is a clear example of incidence. Funding for DemoLab was designated as a line item 
in the public budget through an open and transparent process. 

How are the conditions for 
systemic change created?
RESILIENCE 
Institutionalizing a space like DemoLab is the first step toward guaranteeing its irreversibility. 
Advocates were able to get it incorporated into the 2020-2023 Four-year Action Plan, and it has 
line-item funding in the city budget as well as a physical space in the Council's main offices. 
DemoLab is providing analog and digital tools so that the Council and the public, together, can 
not only face the challenges brought on by the pandemic, but also think beyond it.  

STATUS QUO
DemoLab also represents a transformation in the relationship that the public has traditionally had 
with the Council. The potential for conversations between councilmembers and citizens that are 
direct, humane, courteous, and characterized by active listening represents a sea change in the 
democratic culture of the city, and a change that is essential during a pandemic. The laboratory is 
supported by a technical working group made up of stakeholders from the private sector and 
social organizations that contribute time and resources to strengthening the relationship 
between the government and citizens.

GROWTH
At the end of last year, members of the House of Representatives of Colombia's National 
Congress were in exploratory talks about replicating the DemoLab model on the national level. 
The existing toolkit can be replicated in any city in the country.
 



AVINA
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Shortly after the first cases of COVID-19 were 
reported in the countries where Fundación Avina 
operates, we set into motion a series of actions to 
ensure the health and safety of our staff and allies. 
We drafted a regional and global action plan 
focused on mitigating the negative effects of social 
distancing measures on vulnerable people and 
communities. In the most inequitable region of the 
world, the wealthy classes would be isolated and 
sheltering in place while the poorest classes would 
find themselves squeezed together.

Fundación Avina in
Latin America
During the pandemic, we amplified the voices of the 
most vulnerable; we analyzed different approaches to 
dealing with the crisis; we published and sent out a 
series of articles through our InnContext newsletter 
(https://www.avina.net/category/inncontext/) as well as 
papers on relevant topics; and we organized 
presentations by Latin American leaders.

We worked with our allies to try to meet the genuine 
needs of those most affected by the pandemic. Their 
input helped us set priorities and reinforce 
community-based networks, which served as important 
conduits for support, distribution, and access to 
resources. In Chile, we developed the Canasta Local 
program, which met the most pressing needs identified 
by community leaders while also supporting local 
businesses and entrepreneurs. 

We assisted migrants with initiatives to develop new job 
opportunities, financial support, food security, and shelter.  
We helped improve access to safe water for over 500,000 
people. In Ecuador, we helped launch the “Dar una mano 
sin dar la mano” (“Give a hand without shaking hands”) 
campaign, which distributes food kits to recyclers. In 
Bolivia, we collaborated with 7,000 indigenous people so 
that they could access government relief benefits. 
Together with urban grassroots recyclers and Latitud R 
partners, we provided emergency food and financial 
assistance to over 14,000 recyclers in 16 countries. The 
governments of Peru and Ecuador based their protocols 
for restarting differentiated collection systems on a guide 
produced by Latitud R.

As part of the Haiti Initiative, we conducted a field visit 
and contacted 16 organizations, including UN agencies, 
international aid groups, national government agencies, 
and grassroots organizations. We continued to 
coordinate with DINEPA (Haiti’s National Directorate of 
Potable Water and Sanitation) and the IDB to structure 
a community water management project that will be 
implemented by Fundación Avina and its allies to 
benefit rural communities in Haiti. This project will be 
modeled after similar initiatives that proved successful 
in the Northeast Region of Brazil. In December, we 
signed an agreement with DINEPA, setting up an 
institutional framework as the foundation for this 
initiative. 

Even though we were in the middle of a pandemic, we 
believed that it was a pivotal moment for planting 
seeds for the future. In Brazil, we joined forces with Trê 
Investindo com Causa to create CoVida20, a loan fund 
to help keep impact businesses afloat as well as sustain 
the jobs and income that they provide.  In Chile, we 
partnered with other organizations in the country to 
create a rural development fund and another fund to 
help impact businesses restart their operations.  
Together with local governments and organizations, we 
supported 21 initiatives for inclusive and circular 
economic recovery in nine cities throughout Latin 
America.

Fundación Avina around
the world
Fundación Avina is determined to contribute to a new 
normal that is fair, democratic, and regenerative, 
starting in the global South. The crisis caused by 
COVID-19 and the worsening economic recession 
magnified the need to urgently address structural 
inequality and the climate crisis.
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Fundación Avina joined the 
World Economic Forum’s 
COVID Response Alliance for 
Social Entrepreneurs to 
mobilize support for social 
entrepreneurs, as well as 
raise awareness of the 
crucial role that they play in 
recovering from the crisis 
and building a future that is 
more fair and resilient.
As a result of the long-term trust that Fundación Avina 
has built with a wide range of allies, we participated in 
the co-creation of Funders Organized for Rights in the 
Global Economy (FORGE). FORGE is a collaborative of 
philanthropic donors, working together toward a global 
economy that works for all people and the planet, and 
shaped by and accountable to worker- and communi-
ty-led movements. FORGE brings together philanthrop-
ic organizations that work in different areas, including 
corporate social responsibility, climate justice, women's 
rights, and workers' rights.

Under the FORGE umbrella, the Response and Vision 
Fund (RVF) was launched in July with the support of 
Fundación Avina, the Ford Foundation, Humanity 
United, Laudes Foundation, Omidyar Network, Open 
Society Foundations, Sage Fund, True Costs Initiative, 
Wellspring Philanthropic Fund and Wallace Global Fund. 
The goal of the fund is to bolster and elevate 
power-building organizations led by and in service to 
those most impacted by the economic fallout of 
COVID-19. The fund also seeks to hold financial and 
corporate actors to account for the impacts of their 
actions in the context of this crisis and to shape 
transnational bailout, recovery, and stimulus initiatives, 
to prioritize economic, climate and gender justice. 

Fundación Avina managed the first two rounds of 
financing for the RVF. Using highly flexible criteria, 
support was awarded to 15 initiatives that are address-
ing the ways in which the crisis is affecting workers and 
communities on the front lines, as well as seizing the 

opportunity to create systemic change. The initiatives 
are being led by networks, organizations, movements, 
labor unions, and other institutions led by and for those 
most impacted in the global South (Latin America, 
Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa). 
Other international organizations are receiving support 
for their efforts to put pressure on global actors to 
ensure an equitable approach in economic recovery 
packages. For more information, visit
https://forgefunders.org/response-and-vision-fund/.
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Fundación Avina, IDB Lab, the Resilient Cities 
Network, and Citi Foundation are partnering to 
provide technical and financial support to 250 women 
entrepreneurs who are playing an important role in 
post-pandemic economic recovery. These 
entrepreneurs are working on an array of different 
solutions: offering job opportunities to victims of 
gender violence in Colombia, women deprived of their 
freedom in Asunción, and urban women recyclers in 
Bogotá; boosting employability and offering training 

through technology (women entrepreneurs in Salvador 
de Bahía and Buenos Aires); shoring up food security 
(women farmers in Oaxaca and Asunción); reclaiming 
safe public spaces (women construction workers in 
Lima); starting up new businesses (women 
entrepreneurs and grassroots recyclers in Quito); and 
cultivating business models that deal with the 
challenges of climate change and human mobility 
(Montevideo and Santiago, Chile). 

250 women entrepreneurs in Latin 
America offer innovative solutions for 
economic reactivation
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Fundación Avina and the Inter-American Development 
Bank helped to close the digital divide in 40 
communities in the South American Chaco (lying across 
Argentina, Bolivia, and Paraguay) through an initiative 
called NANUM Mujeres Conectadas. Internet access 

helps to boost local value chains (handicrafts, carob, 
and small livestock). In addition, 2,000 families will be 
more resilient now that they have access to early alert 
systems for natural disasters in the Chaco, the 
second-largest biome in the Americas. 

Women help close the digital divide in 
40 communities in the South American 
Chaco 
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Fundación Avina, Ambev, Coca-Cola, and rural 
community leaders implemented innovative solutions 
to guarantee access to potable water in areas suffering 
from water stress, through the AMA and Agua+Acceso 

initiatives. 973 residents of riverside communities in the 
Amazon and 4,788 residents of quilombola 
communities in the semi-arid region were directly 
impacted. 

In Brazil, riverside communities in the 
Amazon and quilombola communities 
in the Semi-arid Region secure access 
to potable water for their residents
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Fundación Avina, Fundación Gonzalo Río Arronte, 
the W.K Kellogg Foundation, and women 
socio-environmental advocates from indigenous 
communities in Oaxaca, Veracruz, Chiapas, and 
Campeche joined forces on an initiative called 
“Fortalecimiento de la gestión comunitaria el agua y el 

saneamiento en México” (“Strengthening community 
water and sanitation management in Mexico”). They 
helped place women in decision-making roles on 
community water boards, ensuring collective control 
and comprehensive, sustainable management of water 
resources.

Women socio-environmental 
advocates in Mexico become 
community water leaders
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INDELA, an alliance between Fundación Avina, 
Luminate, Open Society Foundations (OSF), and 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 
supported the Luchadoras women's collective, which 
advocates for public policies that guarantee that victims 

of digital violence receive reparations for damages and 
raises awareness of digital violence from a feminist 
perspective.

In Mexico, women victims
of digital violence receive reparations 
for damages 
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INDELA, the alliance between Fundación Avina, 
Luminate, Open Society Foundations (OSF), and 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 
supported Hiperderecho to map out all the existing 
legal pathways to justice in Peru for cases of 
harassment, sexual assault, sexual blackmail, and 
distribution of intimate photos without consent. This 

will allow victims to consider a broader range of legal 
strategies for their own protection and for penalizing 
perpetrators. Hiperderecho also came up with a case 
support strategy to document the experiences of those 
who have tried to report gender-based violence 
perpetrated online, in order to identify barriers to filing 
complaints.

In Peru, women create pathways to 
justice for victims of digital violence
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The Latitud R platform (a partnership between 
Fundación Avina, the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB), IDB Lab, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Dow, 
Nestlé, and Red Latinoamericana de Recicladores) 

supported a journalism project in the city of Buenos 
Aires to bring visibility, via digital and social media, to 
the work of women environmental advocates and the 
first recycling regulations with a gender perspective.

Visibility is brought to women recyclers 
and public policies that regulate 
recycling with a gender perspective
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The COVID-19 crisis made it clear that global problems 
affect the global South differently than the rest of the 
world, given the structural asymmetries in power and 
access to resources. The pandemic exacerbated 
inequalities and deficiencies in public health systems, 
and its economic impact disproportionately affected 
communities that were already underserved. Emerging 
voices are questioning the management of the crisis, 
the lack of international governance, and what the "new 
normal" will look like. The prevailing approach to 
managing a crisis - restoring an existing system to 
working condition through rescue operations- was 
employed in the postwar period and even during the 
recent financial crisis of 2008. It comes into conflict, 
however, with the movement in the global South to 
establish a new social contract. Rebuild what was here 
or create something new, that is the question.
 
A global crisis scenario brings with it a slew of 
possibilities for transformation; the global South can be 
both the stage and the spokesperson for structural 
change. We must understand the global South not just 
in geographic terms, but also in terms of its political, 
geopolitical, philosophical, and symbolic strengths.  
 
Hence Fundación Avina reaffirms its commitment to 
promoting collaborative processes in the global South. 
We aim to create the conditions for a polycentric model 
of global governance that will move us toward a new 
normal that is fair, democratic, and regenerative. By 
recognizing diversity, amplifying historically suppressed 
voices, knowledge, and practices, and restoring value to 
all things local, we can offer a viable alternative to the 
traditional North-South dynamics that continue to 
characterize global emergency response measures and 
development policies. 

Africa and more
Avina beyond Latin America



A global crisis scenario
brings with it possibilities
for transformation;
the global South can be
both the stage and
the spokesperson for
structural change.
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Fundación Avina is committed to working in Haiti on an 
array of different challenges and opportunities. While 
Haiti has a unique history, its challenges are quite 
similar to those faced by other countries in our region 
and with which Fundación Avina has decades of 
experience. With a hopeful vision for Haiti's future, 
Avina aims to promote a new narrative surrounding 
Haiti's development that eschews paternalism and 
instead highlights the Haitian people's creativity, 
passion, and resilience. Working in Haiti, in collaboration 
with local communities and other international 
organizations, is an "ethical imperative," according to 
Gabrial Baracatt, Avina's CEO.
 

Fundación Avina partnered in 2019 with 
World-Transforming Technologies (WTT) to create the 
Haiti Initiative, with the understanding that innovation 
and collaboration will be key to facing Haiti's 
challenges.

Against the backdrop of institutional turmoil that began 
in 2019 and continued throughout 2020, the Haiti 
Initiative conducted a field visit to the country in March 
2020. At that time, we contacted 16 organizations, 
including UN agencies, international aid groups, 
national government agencies, and grassroots 
organizations. We got to know the work that our allies 
are doing, such as that of Church World Service in the 
Nord-Ouest department and that of CESAL along the 
country's southeastern border. 

We continued to coordinate with DINEPA and the IDB 
to structure a community water management project 
that will be implemented by Fundación Avina and its 
allies to benefit rural communities in Haiti. This project 
will be modeled after similar initiatives that proved 
successful in the Northeast Region of Brazil. In 
December, we signed an agreement with DINEPA, 
setting up an institutional framework as the foundation 
for this initiative. Throughout the year, we held 

Fostering initiatives in Haiti

conversations with leaders from the Haitian diaspora 
across the Americas, building a joint vision for the work 
we can do together to benefit Haitian citizens living 
both in Haiti and abroad.
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In the realm of financing for public goods, ethical 
banking is attracting more and more interested parties. 
When money is tied to the public's awareness of how it 
is being used, it becomes a formidable tool for 
sustainability. During a year when the pandemic cast a 
long shadow, we were able to draw hope from the 
efforts of ethical funds to invest in building resilience. 
Fundación Avina co-sponsored the creation of two 
pioneering funds in Chile. Our partners working on 
ethical finance in Argentina and Brazil created two 
funds called CoVida20.

The Global Alliance for Banking on Values continues to 
inspire our approach. Banca Ética Latinoamericana, a 
movement to build a bank with regional impact, is on a 
solid path forward. It's shepherding a full portfolio of 

Ethical banking draws increasing 
interest
It continues its sustained growth in Latin America

loans and investments through the Doble Impacto 
platform in Chile. It's also tightening up its model for 
representative governance and setting up new 
sub-regional impact offices: Río de la Plata 
(Argentina-Uruguay), Atlántico (Brazil), and Eje Andino 
(Colombia-Peru). To fund these efforts and the 
upcoming banking license application to operate in 
Chile, multiple capital-raising rounds were held during 
the second half of 2020 and produced excellent initial 
results.

Furthermore, to have a real impact on the heart of 
commercial banking, Fundación Avina joined the global 
consulting firm NOW Partners, which empowers the 
transformation and transition of banking, industrial, and 
service businesses toward a regenerative economy.
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Fundación Avina also possesses a portfolio of invest-
ments in innovative technologies capable of profound 
impact. We have to invest if we want to have an impact. 
Over the course of several years, Fundación Avina 
channeled financial and other resources to start-up 
enterprises that were developing disruptive technolo-
gies in fields that are critical for sustainable develop-
ment. Each of these companies grew and needed 
greater injections of capital in order to advance to the 
next stage. Hence our strategy to found an ethical bank 
in Chile and minimum viable product versions of the 
ethical banking model in three other Latin American 
countries, mobilizing 44 million USD to finance 
businesses in three areas: nature and environment, 
education and culture, and social development. 
Another example is PERA Complexity BV, a platform 
that drives viable engineering solutions based on 
complexity science and chaos theory. PERA Complexity 
is raising 1 million USD in capital in 2021 for two new 
companies with technologies for solar desalination and 

Disruption for global change
Technology and impact businesses 

“perfect secrecy” encryption, respectively. Lastly, the 
Brazilian company BRAERG, which holds the patent for 
an extraordinary phytotherapeutic (plant-based) burn 
wound treatment, is looking to raise 2 million USD from 
new investors. 

During a complex year marked by the pandemic, it was 
important not to relegate technological innovation to 
the sidelines. During 2020, many investment firms 
exercised caution when injecting capital into startups, 
choosing instead to focus on the financial health of 
their existing investments. Some firms, however, did 
take on new risks, especially involving technology to 
respond to the challenges brought on by COVID-19. 
Additional opportunities were found in the adaptation 
and re-engineering of existing technological solutions. 

Here are some of the enterprises in which Fundación 
Avina is actively involved.
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Impact Innovation Alliance developed a 31-layer superconductor coil that can be 
applied to mining tailings. Photos: Superconductor coil with industrial applications; AIC 
water management systems being installed in Chile.

PERA COMPLEXITY is testing its low-cost, solar-powered water desalination prototype in 
the lab and in the field. The volume yielded by this technology is three times that of other 
solar desalination solutions. Photo: Marcella Bonifazi, Ph.D., of the PERA team at the 
University of Zurich, tastes the potable water produced with the prototype. 

BRAERG obtained a patent for its phytotherapeutic wound treatment that is antibacterial 
and anti-inflammatory. The company also signed agreements to boost organic 
production of glacial acetic acid.

Advanced Innovation Center (AIC) validated the Plasma Water Sanitation systems 
(PWSS) with global companies like Siemens, AB InBev Chile, Airbus, and Volkswagen. AIC 
also developed a prototype for oxygenated water sanitation (plasma-activated water) to 
fight COVID-19. Photos: The installation of the Plasma Water Sanitation System in Kenya 
in 2020.
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World Transforming Technologies (WTT) is one of the 
technological innovation arms of the Avina ecosystem.  
Throughout the years, WTT has supported scientific 
entrepreneurs and startups that are bringing disruptive 
technologies to fields like water, energy, cybersecurity, 
agriculture, and health. WTT is also launching Centros 
de Orquestación de Innovaciones (innovation centers) to 
attract top talent from science and tech fields and steer 

World Transforming
Technologies

them toward solving sustainable development 
challenges for the public and private sectors. The first 
such center is being set up in Brazil. At the same time, 
WTT is also driving innovation in the South American 
Chaco, Haiti, and urban centers in several countries. To 
learn more about what WTT does, visit: 
www.wttventures.net
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Contextual analysis is one of the core competencies 
that Fundación Avina has developed over the many 
years that it has been promoting and supporting 
collaborative processes. Many initiatives, no matter the 
sector that sponsors them or how well they are 
planned, can get stuck or fail altogether when they face 
a hostile context. To address this situation, Avina created 
a consulting arm called InnContext - Innovando 
Contextos.

InnContext produces periodic analysis on an array of 
different agendas throughout the region, provides 
communications and public relations advising, and 
designs interventions to facilitate the progress of 
initiatives taking place in contexts that either are 
unfavorable to sustainable development or deviate 
from the ethical values that uphold human dignity.
The Municipal Government of San Luis, Argentina 
worked with InnContext to develop the 
Discrecionalidad Cero (Zero Discretion) program. With 
the legal backing of two city ordinances, the program 

Innovating Contexts

established mechanisms for citizen participation and 
government transparency. Also in Argentina, 
InnContext supported the Municipal Government of 
Pergamino to carry out a diagnostic study on social 
inclusion in the city and develop public policy proposals 
based on the findings. The World Wildlife Fund Latin 
America team asked InnContext to help improve its 
relationships with government leaders and its capacity 
for advocacy; the services that InnContext provided 
included a diagnostic study and a strategic plan. 
Comunidad Empresaria, a coalition of 150 businesses in 
the Córdoba province of Argentina, sought the support 
of InnContext to help develop strategies for community 
outreach and social investment.

InnContext boosts Fundación Avina's capacity to 
overcome the roadblocks faced by its own initiatives, 
while also allowing us to provide the same type of 
assistance to governments, companies, and social 
organizations.     
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Avina Americas, a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt public charity 
based in the United States, is part of the Avina 
ecosystem and acts as a bridge to connect U.S.-based 
philanthropic organizations with the causes that Avina 
supports in Latin America and around the globe. With a 
shared mission to promote sustainable development in 
the region, Avina Americas works hand-in-hand with 
Fundación Avina to connect and engage global actors 
in strategies that improve social, economic, and 
environmental resilience. Since 2008, Avina Americas 
has supported efforts to tackle some of the greatest 
challenges facing our world, such as the increasing 
effects of climate change, inequality, and – most 
recently – the fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

None of this would be possible without the invaluable 
contributions of our co-investors, who help sustain our 
work in the Americas and beyond.
With the belief that real social change can only be 
achieved through a commitment to diversity, equity, 
and inclusion, Avina Americas’ grantmaking favors 
organizations and institutions that share and reflect 
these values. In 2020, for example, our organization 
became part of a new fund to advance fair economic 
responses to the pandemic. The Response and Vision 

Avina Americas

Fund, an initiative of a newly formed donor 
collaborative - Funders Organized for Rights in the 
Global Economy (FORGE) - seeks to strengthen 
accountability, advance progress towards a global 
economy that works for people and the planet, and 
build the power of workers and communities that have 
most been affected by the pandemic – specifically, 
women, migrants, and marginalized racial and ethnic 
groups. We have also signed on to the Council of 
Foundations’ pledge, A Call to Action: Philanthropy’s 
Commitment During COVID-19, to act with urgency to 
support our partners and those suffering most during 
this difficult time.

In recognition of our commitment to the highest 
standards of financial accountability and integrity, Avina 
Americas holds Charity Navigator's top rating for 
financial health, accountability, and transparency. Avina 
Americas also received GuideStar's Gold designation in 
recognition of the organization’s commitment to fiscal 
transparency and strong financial stewardship. Our 
consolidated financial statements are audited by Crowe 
LLP and are available on our website. 
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We sincerely thank Viva Trust 
for its ongoing and generous 
support for our mission.

Our deepest gratitude to the 
international cooperation agencies, 
corporations, government agencies, 
companies, private foundations, 
corporate foundations, and individual 
donors who have supported our work.

As always, we would like to thank 
everyone who helped make this year’s 
achievements possible.
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• Amazon Smile 
• AMBEV S.A.
• Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
• IDB LAB
• C&A Foundation
• Charities Aid Foundation - CAF America
• Cities Alliance
• Citi Foundation
• Citi Latin America 
• Coca-Cola de Chile S.A.
• Coca-Cola Servicios de Perú S.A.
• Danone Brasil
• Dow 
• Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
   Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
• FIIS Global SpA
• Fonds Danone pour l'Ecosystème
• UN Post-Conflict Multi-Partner Trust Fund for 
Colombia
• Ford Foundation
• Fundación para el Desarrollo en Justicia y Paz
• Fundación ArgenINTA
• Fundación Dinero y Conciencia
• Fundación Futuro Latinoamericano
• Fundación Gonzalo Río Arronte
• Green Climate Fund
• Grupo Surpapel
• National Government of Chile
• Helvetas Swiss Intercooperation

• Humanity United
• Instituto Iguá de Sustentabilidade
• Inter-American Foundation
• International Development Research Centre (IDRC)
• KFW
• Klabin S.A.
• Laudes Foundation
• Luminate Group
• Microsoft
• Oak Foundation
• Omidyar Network Fund, Inc.
• Open Society Foundations (OSF)
• United Nations Development Programme
• PepsiCo, Inc.
• Office of the Argentine Secretary of Environment 
and Sustainable Development
• Stiftelsen The Stockholm Environment Institute
• Target Foundation
• The Coca-Cola Company
• The Coca-Cola Foundation
• UN-Habitat
• European Union
• U.S. Department of State
• USAID Brazil
• Wallace Global Fund
• World Resources Institute
• Xylem, Inc.
• Other Donors

Funds Received:
In 2020, we received the equivalent of 17.6 million USD, of which 4 million USD were provided by VIVA Trust 
and 13.6 million USD by more than 50 other donors. 
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Over the past 26 years, Fundación Avina has directly invested over 445 million USD in sustainable 
development and systemic change via initiatives led by its allies. Avina has also invested upwards of 591 
million USD in brokering, advising, and networking services provided by its team during this period.

In 2020, Fundación Avina supported initiatives in over 20 countries, a number of which also contributed to 
impact on a global scale.

Total 
1994-2020

 445,782,564 

2018

11,441,000 

2019

8,992,212

2020

8,823,354 

Figures expressed in USD

United States

10.6%
Ecuador

6.3%
Colombia

4.8%
Chile

5.8%

Global

12%

Mexico

9.4%

Paraguay

3.5%

Peru

5%
Uruguay

1.3% Argentina

12.1%

Brazil

20%

Bolivia

2.5%

Central America
and the Caribbean

(7 countries)

6.8%

Investments (grants)
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It is important to note that Avina’s programmatic support includes not only its investments in initiatives (grants), but 
also the direct interventions and services provided by the Avina team. The total third-party resources that Avina 
mobilized includes contributions made by other organizations, either as co-investments managed by Fundación Avina 
or as direct investments in the same causes. In either case, the outside resources were leveraged in part thanks to 
Avina’s role in brokering the relationship between the donor and beneficiary organizations.

Fundación Avina also incurs administrative costs in order to pursue its mission. This allows the organization to maintain 
compliance with administrative, accounting, legal, and tax requirements in each of the countries where it operates. It 
also facilitates resource management on a regional level, guaranteeing sufficient support for all of our projects and 
streamlining the financing process for our allies and beneficiaries.

FINANCIAL MOBILIZATION
2018 - 2020

Figures
expressed

in USD

Avina’s
Programmatic

Support

Third-party
Resources

Total Resources
Mobilized

 Avina's
Administrative

Costs 

2018

15,807,404

9,353,431

25,160,835

3,326,833

2019

13,556,908

9,000,834

22,557,742

3,156,422

2020

13,489,442

9,360,571

22,850,013

2,665,548 

Avina's summary financial statements and consolidated financial statements, prepared in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and independently audited by Crowe LLP, are available at: 
https://www.avina.net/transparencia/



In 2020,
we supported
574 initiatives
in more than
20 countries.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, FUNDACIÓN AVINA
Sean McKaughan, Chair

Gabriel Baracatt (Ex-Offcio)

Richard Aitkenhead

Anamaria Schindler

Brizio Biondi-Morra

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WORLD TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGIES
Sean McKaughan, Chair

Gabriel Baracatt

Aparecida Gaspar

Valdemar de Oliveira

Guillermo Scallan

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AVINA AMERICAS
Hilda Vega

Larry Slesinger

Katherine Marshall

Nabeeha Kazi

Sean McKaughan

Brizio Biondi-Morra
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ARGENTINA:
Av. Córdoba 679 – 3ero A CABA (C1054AFF)
Teléfono: +54 9 11 5246 9744
info.argentina@avina.net

CHILE:
Los Jesuitas 727, Santiago, Chile
Tel: +[56] (9) 6568 8402
info.santiago@avina.net

UNITED STATES:
1300 I Street NW
Suite 400E, PMB – 500104
Washington, DC 20005
valeria.scorza@avina.net

PARAGUAY:
Tte. Angel Velazco esq. José Pappalardo.
Edificio María Estela 12B, 1er piso, Asunción,
Paraguay.
Tel: + +595 (21) 3389584 y (21) 3389583
info.asuncion@avina.net

SENIOR STAFF
COUNTRY DIRECTORS

Argentina
Marcela Mondino
marcela.modino@avina.net

Bolivia
Chiaki Kinjo Tomori
chiaki.kinjo@avina.net

Brazil
Gláucia Barros
glaucia.barros@avina.net

Chile
Leonardo Moreno
leonardo.moreno@avina.net

Colombia
Bernardo Toro
bernardo.toro@avina.net

Costa Rica
Lil Soto
lil.soto@avina.net

Ecuador
Felipe Toledo
felipe.toledo@avina.net

United States
Valeria Scorza
Valeria.scorza@avina.net

Guatemala
Cynthia Loria
cynthia.loria@avina.net

Mexico
Lucía Abelenda
lucia.abelenda@avina.net

Paraguay
Eduardo Rotela
eduardo.rotela@avina.net

Peru
Luis Miguel Artieda
luismiguel.artieda@avina.net

REGIONAL PROGRAM MANAGERS

Access to Water
Telma Rocha
telma.rocha@avina.net

Climate Action
Paula Ellinger
Andrea Rodríguez
paula.ellinger@avina.net

Biomes
Eduardo Rotela
eduardo.rotela@avina.net

Sustainable Cities
Marcela Mondino
marcela.mondino@avina.net



• Humanity United
• Instituto Iguá de Sustentabilidade
• Inter-American Foundation
• International Development Research Centre (IDRC)
• KFW
• Klabin S.A.
• Laudes Foundation
• Luminate Group
• Microsoft
• Oak Foundation
• Omidyar Network Fund, Inc.
• Open Society Foundations (OSF)
• United Nations Development Programme
• PepsiCo, Inc.
• Office of the Argentine Secretary of Environment 
and Sustainable Development
• Stiftelsen The Stockholm Environment Institute
• Target Foundation
• The Coca-Cola Company
• The Coca-Cola Foundation
• UN-Habitat
• European Union
• U.S. Department of State
• USAID Brazil
• Wallace Global Fund
• World Resources Institute
• Xylem, Inc.
• Other Donors
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Sustainable Business and Finance Director
Pablo Vagliente.
Pablo.vagliente@avina.net

Migration
Pamela Ríos
pamela.rios@avina.net

Inclusive Recycling
Gonzalo Roqué
gonzalo.roque@avina.net

Global South Initiative
Florencia Iacopetti
florencia.iacopetti@avina.net

Haiti Initiative
Gaston Kremer
gaston@wttventures.net

Democratic Innovation
Lucía Abelenda
Ximena Torres
ximena.torres@avina.net

POINT PERSONS IN COUNTRIES WITHOUT 
ON-THE-GROUND STAFF:

El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua
Cynthia Loria
cynthia.loria@avina.net

Uruguay
Marcela Mondino
marcela.mondino@avina.net

Haiti
Miguel Castro
miguel.castro@avina.net
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